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Abstract 

This thesis examined the introduction and potential issues associated with the 

introduction of low carbon fuel (LCF) within the context of a project currently in progress at the 

Lafarge Bath plant.  

 

An analysis considering the stack sampling methods for acquiring polychlorinated 

dibenzo-p-dioxin (PCDD)(dioxin)/polychlorinated dibenzofuran (PCDF)(furan) samples was 

conducted. The variance of dioxin/furan data obtained from single train and simultaneous 

multiple train stack sampling methods was compared. Standard deviation as a function of 

concentration, and confidence intervals at the 95th percentile were determined. The relationships 

were plotted and superimposed upon one another to determine if one of the two methods was 

beneficial. Results indicated that there was a benefit from the use of simultaneous multiple train 

sampling for sample concentrations above 129 pg toxic equivalency (TEQ)/m3. 

 

 To comply with regulations, facilities in Ontario, California and the European Union 

(EU) that emit above the reporting threshold must quantify and report their emissions. Biogenic-

based carbon can be quantified and deducted from the reported greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

for facilities in Ontario, the EU, and under the California Article 5 policy. Biogenic-based carbon 

is reported separately under the California MRR. The standard ASTM D6866, BS EN 15440, or 

ISO 13833 can be used to determine the ratio of biogenic-based, to fossil-based carbon.  The 

three standards incorporate a carbon-14 radioisotope analysis. ASTM D6866 and ISO 13833 

analyze the flue gas emitted into the atmosphere and BS EN 15440 analyzes a solid fuel. Carbon 

emissions deductions as determined by life cycle assessment (LCA) are not permitted by these 

regulations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The production of cement requires a significant amount of energy. Cement manufacture is heavily 

reliant on fossil fuels; however, cognizant of their responsibility to the environment, Lafarge and 

in particular their Bath plant, which is located near Kingston, Ontario, wants to reduce the 

environmental impact and harmful emissions. To accomplish this, the Lafarge Bath cement plant 

is undertaking the introduction of a group of alternative fuels called “low-carbon fuels (LCF)”. 

To quantify the emissions at the facility, stack tests are conducted. Variability is present in stack 

testing data, due to variability from the facility, sampling methods and analysis methods. 

Important questions that must be considered when altering the fuel content are what are the best 

stack testing methods to use and what aspects of the fuel are reportable as carbon neutral?   

 

 The Lafarge Bath cement plant produces Portland cement, a building material used for concrete, 

stucco, mortar and grout. To manufacture cement, reactants require a temperature of 

approximately 1450°C [1]. To meet these conditions, the energy required is derived from the use 

of a significant amount of raw fuels, traditionally in the form of coal and petroleum coke 

(petcoke). Coal and petcoke are solid carbonaceous fossil fuels. Petcoke is derived from oil 

refining coker units and other cracking (breaking down complex organic molecules into simpler 

molecules) processes [2]. Coal and petcoke are considered to be “dirty” due to their high levels of 

carbon, nitrogen and sulphur which, when combusted, can produce pollutants. Cement production 

is responsible for 5% of the worldwide emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), a greenhouse gas 

(GHG) [3]. Approximately 40% of CO2 emissions from cement production are due to fuel 

combustion, and the remaining 60% are due to the required chemical process of decarbonization 

of calcium carbonate occurring in the kiln. GHG emissions are also produced from mining coal 
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and refining oil. Coal mining releases methane (CH4), a gas that has a greenhouse effect that is 

eight times that of CO2 [4]. The Alberta oil sands, where a significant amount of petcoke in North 

America is derived from, released approximately 8% of Canada’s total GHG emissions in 2011 

[5]. 

 

Biomass fuel and LCF are two alternate fuel types under consideration for use in cement kilns. 

Biomass fuel consists of both virgin and non-virgin biomass. A.J. Chandler & Associates Ltd. 

and Lafarge [1] define virgin biomass to be directly obtained from plant and forest sources, and 

non-virgin biomass to be first used as a product and, at the end of its useful life, used as a fuel. 

LCF defines a broad range of fuels that may have fossil fuel derived components, but are 

predominantly comprised of virgin or non-virgin biomass, or have other characteristics that 

ultimately lower the carbon footprint/carbon emissions. LCF can consist of many fuels, such as, 

but not limited to virgin and non-virgin biomass, railroad ties, construction & demolition (C&D) 

waste, asphalt shingles, animal waste, sewage sludges, paper sludges, waste oils and plastics. 

 

Lafarge Canada has undertaken an initiative to improve the sustainability of their Bath, Ontario, 

cement plant. As part of the initiative, non-traditional combustion fuels that improve the 

sustainability of the plant are being considered. These LCF under consideration consist of railway 

ties, C&D waste, and asphalt shingles. The start-up phase of their LCF demonstration project will 

commence in the summer of 2014.  

 

An earlier demonstration project that used petcoke/coal co-fired with biomass was conducted 

over several days in October, 2010. Biomass fuel was not used continuously throughout the 

period, but instead during short intervals to ensure that the feed equipment would be reliable 

during the emission testing program. The biomass fuel consisted of hay, millet, sorghum, hemp, 

switchgrass, maize, and oat hulls. Oat hulls were obtained from a processor and delivered in bulk. 
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The rest of the biomass was sourced and grown primarily from farms in Eastern Ontario, supplied 

in the form of bales, and processed on site to produce a suitable consistency for use as a fuel in 

the cement kiln. 

 

In compliance with the Ontario Ministry of the Environment’s (MoE) Certificate of Approval [6], 

that permitted the demonstration project, the biomass fuel usage rates did not exceed 140 tonnes 

per day. During the demonstration, a baseline and a biomass stack test were conducted on 

September 22nd/23rd, 2010 and October 6th, 2010, respectively. Biomass was first introduced as a 

co-fuel alongside petcoke and coal during the first week of October, 2010. The energy, product 

quality, and heat and mass balance audit was conducted on October 6th after the biomass delivery 

system was stabilized. 

 

The demonstration project allowed Lafarge to test and optimize the biomass processing and 

delivery systems, to provide data for future life cycle analysis, to demonstrate the safe use of 

biomass fuels as a substitute to fossil fuels, to identify means of improving the economics of 

biomass fuel use, and to conduct basic scientific research on the characteristics of biomass fuels 

in cement manufacturing. A stack test was conducted concurrently to determine the 

characteristics of the flue gas being emitted into the atmosphere. A section of this thesis explores 

the methods used to quantify emissions at the plant.   

 

Problems to Be Addressed 

As emission limits become stricter and petroleum fuels increase in price, industrial plants are 

considering alternative fuels to meet environmental demands, while being economically viable. 

Biomass and LCF are fuels under consideration due to their carbon neutral environmental 

benefits. The U.S Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates [7] that in the U.S., 
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renewable energy usage will grow from 5.56x1011 to 13.2x1011 kWh from 2012 to 2040 with 

biomass accounting for 27% of the growth. 

 

Throughout meetings between Lafarge and Queen’s in regards to the LCF project, the subjects of 

quantifying emissions and what constitutes a carbon-neutral fuel, have been discussed. As 

concentrations of an analyte decrease, the relative uncertainty of the result increases. To be clear, 

an analyte is defined as “a substance whose chemical constituents are being identified and 

measured”. Determining the reduction in emissions can be difficult when they are at low 

concentrations. Separate methods of stack testing exist, and it is possible that a certain method 

could increase the precision of the results, and thereby improving the ability to differentiate the 

changes in emissions. The MoE has a stated goal [8] to “virtually eliminate” the emissions of 

dioxins/furans due to their toxicity and carcinogenicity. It remains a question as to what 

constitutes being “virtually eliminated”. 

 

What constitutes a carbon neutral or biogenic based fuel is important for facilities that incorporate 

biomass and LCF fuel. Meeting emissions regulations is a high priority to avoid fines and 

negative public relations. The methods permitted to determine the carbon-neutrality of a fuel is of 

importance for these facilities because in many jurisdictions biogenic-based carbon can be 

removed from the overall GHG emissions.  

 

Two problems are addressed in this thesis: 

1. What is the most appropriate method for analyzing dioxin and furan emissions? 

2. What is considered biomass and how is it quantified as carbon-neutral? 
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Chapter 2 

Summary 

2.1 The Problem and the Main Objective 

Lafarge has a goal of decreasing the emissions and the environmental impact of the Bath cement 

plant by co-firing LCF with coal and petcoke. Stack sampling is used to determine if the fuel 

change has caused the concentrations of the emissions to change. There are two main methods of 

analyzing emissions concentrations, either by using a continuous emissions monitor (CEM), or by 

acquiring a sample and analyzing the concentration in a laboratory. Variability is present in stack 

testing data due to variability in the operation of the facility, from the sampling methods and from 

the analysis methods. Precision in the methods can be the difference between meeting and failing 

compliance limits. Using the appropriate stack sampling method can decrease the variability in 

the acquired data. The variability between these methods can be quantified and analyzed to 

determine when one method is more beneficial than another. 

 

It is also important that facilities that use LCFs understand the carbon reporting requirements for 

the jurisdiction in which they operate. Carbon reporting and carbon cap-and-trade policy outlines 

whether or not biogenic-carbon based emissions can be subtracted from a facility’s reported 

carbon emissions. As emissions limits become stricter, minimizing the facility reported level of 

carbon emissions can be beneficial by avoiding strict fines for exceeding limits. In jurisdictions 

where carbon cap-and-trade is utilized, minimizing the facility’s reported level of carbon 

emissions can result in a competitive advantage by decreasing the use of carbon allowances.   

 

The sampling error of an analyte can be significant at low concentrations, and therefore it can be 

more difficult to determine if the concentration of an analyte changes from test to test. Lafarge 

also has an interest in understanding the carbon reporting requirements for facilities in various 
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jurisdictions, and the methods for biogenic-based carbon determination. With due consideration 

of these interests, the objective of this thesis is to determine the most appropriate method for 

stack sampling of dioxins and furans, to determine and compare the carbon reporting 

requirements for facilities in various jurisdictions, and to explain the methods for biogenic-based 

carbon emissions. To enable conclusions to be drawn on the analyses as they pertain to the 

Lafarge plant, an understanding of the facility’s processes and of the stack sampling methods are 

required. A literature review on the LCF project, the facility, and the stack sampling methods are 

therefore presented in the thesis. The thesis is laid out in Section 2.2. 

 

2.2 Thesis Summary 

 

Chapter 3 reviews some of the available literature related to the Lafarge LCF project. The 

facility’s location, production levels, cement production processes and the emissions control 

methods are explained. The previous stack tests and the analytes that were sampled for are 

summarized. Methods for a CEM are explained in detail. When considering environmental data, 

the oxygen levels of the flue gas can skew the concentration levels of the analytes. Oxygen 

correction is used to prevent this possibility, and this method is explained in this chapter. To 

conclude, literature on the LCF that will be used at Lafarge Bath is presented. 

 

Chapter 4 is a detailed description of the stack sampling methods that were used by RWDI Inc. 

for emissions sampling at the Lafarge Bath plant. The methods used to determine the probe 

sampling locations in the stack, and the stack volumetric flow rate, velocity and temperature, are 

explained.  RWDI determined the concentration of 33 analytes, 5 using a CEM system, and 28 

using impinger sampling trains. The methods used to determine these analytes are explained in 

detail. The methods provided in this chapter are not work that the author of the present work 
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completed; however, the author was present for the stack test that took place in 2012, which used 

these methods. These methods will also be used to determine the emissions concentrations for the 

LCF project. 

 

Chapter 5 is an original journal article written by the author of the present work, and co-authored 

by Dr. Andrew Pollard and A. John Chandler. Dr. Pollard is a professor and the research chair in 

fluid dynamics and multi-scale phenomena at Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario. A. John 

Chandler, QEP, is president of A. J. Chandler & Associates, Ltd., North York, Ontario. The 

article presents a statistical analysis to compare the variability of single train and simultaneous 

multiple train sampling methods of dioxins and furan emissions. The article determined which 

method resulted in more precise data. The article has been approved for publication by the 

Journal of the Air and Waste Management Association. Lafarge’s main goal is to reduce the level 

of emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) by the use of LCF. During 

meetings [9] between Lafarge and Queen’s, it has been indicated that as the concentration of an 

analyte decreases, the relative variability of the results from a stack test increases. Determining if 

the concentration of an analyte has changed from one stack test to another therefore becomes 

more difficult. With this in consideration the journal article compared two stack sampling 

methods to determine which method is the most appropriate. Dioxins and furans were the focus of 

the article for many reasons: 

 The MoE goal [8] to “virtually eliminate” their emission 

 Their toxicity and carcinogenicity  

 The availability of data 

 

Chapter 6 consists of a policy brief comparing the methods required by three jurisdictions on the 

reporting and quantifying of GHG emissions and a summary of the three methods used to 
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determine the biogenic-based carbon content of a fuel. A discussion and recommendation on the 

procedures are included. The following policies are summarized:  

 Ontario Regulation 452/09, Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting [10] 

 California’s Mandatory Greenhouse Gas Reporting Regulation (MRR) [11] 

 California Code of Regulations: Article 5: California Cap on Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

and Market Based Compliance Mechanisms to Allow for the Use of Compliance 

Instruments by Linked Jurisdictions [12] 

 Commission Regulation (EU) No 601/2012 On the monitoring and reporting of 

greenhouse gas emissions pursuant to Directive 2003/87/EC of the European Parliament 

and of the Council [13] 

Four biogenic-based carbon determination standards are summarized: 

 ASTM standard D7459 – 08 Standard Practice for Collection of Integrated Samples for 

the Speciation of Biomass (Biogenic) and Fossil-Derived Carbon Dioxide Emitted from 

Stationary Emissions Sources [14] 

 ASTM standard D6866 – 12 Standard Test Methods for Determining the Biobased 

Content of Solid, Liquid, and Gaseous Samples Using Radiocarbon Analysis [15] 

 ISO standard 13833:2013 Stationary source emissions – Determination of the ratio of 

biomass (biogenic) and fossil-derived carbon dioxide – Radiocarbon sampling and 

determination [16] 

 British Standard (BS) EN 15440:2011 Solid recovered fuels. Methods for the 

determination of biomass content [17] 
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Chapter 3 

Literature Review 

Emissions at industrial plants are quantified by acquiring a sample through stack testing and 

analyzing the sample in a laboratory or from a continuous emissions monitor (CEM). Variability 

in the results occurs from error in the sampling equipment, analysis method, and process 

variability at the facility. Appropriate methods are required to quantify this variability to 

determine if there have been changes in the level of emissions at the facility. An understanding of 

the industrial facility in use is necessary to conclude why changes in emissions either have or 

have not occurred with the change in fuel. 

3.1 Facility 

Portland cement is manufactured at the Lafarge Bath Plant. The Lafarge Bath Plant is located on 

Highway 33, approximately 3 kilometers west of Bath, Ontario, and approximately 25 kilometers 

west of Kingston, Ontario. The site is comprised of approximately 1089 hectares. The plant is 

bordered mainly by Highway 33 and Lake Ontario to the south, and residential and agricultural 

properties to the west, north and east. The Lafarge Bath cement plant is shown in Figure 3-1. 

 

Portland cement is a fine powder that is the primary ingredient of concrete, and consists mainly of 

calcium compounds, silica, aluminum and iron oxide [18]. The Lafarge Bath Plant has a 

production capacity of approximately one million tonnes per year. Approximately 110,000 tonnes 

of fossil fuels are used per year [6]. 
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Figure 3-1: Lafarge Bath cement plant [19] 

3.1.1 Process Description 

To manufacture cement, a series of processes interact within the facility. For example, reactants 

are stored in a raw material storage area and prepared for the kiln in the milling area. Fuels are 

prepared through grinding and mixing operations for eventual combustion in the kiln. Chemical 

reactions occur in the kiln, which convert limestone and other raw materials into clinker, that is 

an intermediate product in the process.  After exiting the kiln, ambient air is used to cool the 

clinker. The emissions controls processes capture particulate emissions from the exhaust gasses 

before these gasses are emitted into the atmosphere. The interaction between these processes is 

necessary to produce the desired product, and limit emissions at the facility.  Figure 3-2 is a 

process diagram of the Lafarge Bath cement facility, and Sections 3.1.1.1 - 3.1.1.8 explain the 

processes at the facility in greater detail. 
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Figure 3-2: Process diagram of the Lafarge Bath cement plant 

3.1.1.1 Raw Materials 

Limestone is quarried on site, transported and stockpiled. Other raw materials such as silica, iron, 

calcium, aluminum and gypsum are delivered by truck, ship, and train, and stored on site in the 

Raw Material Storage Areas. 
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3.1.1.2 Kiln Feed Preparation 

A dry feed (raw mix) with the appropriate chemical and physical properties is produced in the 

raw mill that is located in the milling area. A variety of blending and sizing operations are 

performed on the raw materials to produce the raw mix. Moisture is removed from the raw mix 

using natural gas heaters and excess heat recycled from the clinker (the final product from the 

kiln) cooler. Two furnaces are used in the preparation of the raw mix; the raw mill furnace and 

the silica drying furnace. The raw mill and the silica drying furnace dehydrate the raw mix and 

the silica, respectively. The raw mix is then homogenized and stored in silos. 

3.1.1.3 Kiln and Milling Fuel 

A mixture of petcoke and coal are currently used as the main fuel in the kiln. Petcoke and coal are 

stockpiled in the solid fuel storage area. Natural gas is used as a fuel in the raw mill furnace, 

silica drying furnace, and during startup and maintenance of the solid fuel system to preheat the 

kiln. Natural gas is supplied on demand via a utility pipeline. 

3.1.1.4 Kiln 

A rotary kiln is used to subject the raw materials to a high temperature causing chemical reactions 

to occur. This is known as the pyroprocessing stage. Lafarge’s Bath plant uses a single stage 

preheater long dry kiln that is 200m in length and 5.5m in diameter, which rotates at 

approximately 0.5-1 rotations per minute (rpm). The kiln is a long cylinder constructed out of 

steel and lined with 180,200 refractory bricks to protect the steel and insulate the kiln. 

Temperatures in the kiln range from approximately 410°C to 1450°C. The flue gasses residence 

time above 1400°C is approximately 3 seconds and approximately 10 seconds above 1000°C. An 

illustrated example of a rotary kiln is shown in Figure 3-3. The kiln is situated at an angle of 3°, 

which allows the raw mix to slowly pass through, over a period of 20-30 minutes. As the raw mix 

moves down the kiln, the high temperature causes chemical reactions to occur; the result is a solid 
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material called clinker. Clinker is a gray, spherical shaped nodule, and is commonly 0.3 to 5cm in 

diameter. These reactions are separated into four stages: 

1. Evaporation Zone (100-400°C) 

 Removal of water from the raw mix 

2. Dehydration Zone (350-600°C) 

 Clay loses water of crystallization 

3. Decarbonization Zone (600-900°C) 

 Calcium carbonate decomposes to form quick lime 

4. Clinkerization Zone (1250-1450°C) 

 Lime exothermically reacts with silica, aluminum and iron to produce clinker 

 

The decarbonization zone is a major source of carbon emissions at cement production facilities. 

When calcium carbonate decomposes to form quick lime, carbon dioxide is produced as a 

byproduct. The reaction that takes place is as follows: 

1kg CaCO3 → 0.56kg CaO + 0.44kg CO2 

This reaction commonly produces up to 65% of the overall CO2 emissions at a cement plant. 

 

 

Figure 3-3: Long Dry Kiln Schematic (Single stage preheater not shown in this figure) [6] 
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3.1.1.5 Clinker Cooler 

After the kiln, clinker traverses through the clinker cooler. The clinker cooler reduces the 

temperature of the clinker from approximately 1100°C to less than 100°C [20], allowing for 

handling by conventional conveying equipment. The rapid temperature decrease results in the 

mineralogy freezing, which can promote desirable product qualities. Ambient air is used to cool 

the clinker. Energy is recycled by preheating the air before it is inserted into the kiln as secondary 

combustion air, as seen in Figure 3-4. The clinker cooler recovers 60-75% of the energy input 

into the kiln [20].  

 

 

Figure 3-4: Clinker Cooler Schematic [6] 

3.1.1.6 Kiln Burner 

The burner is capable of burning petcoke, coal, natural gas and has been retrofitted to accept 

biomass fuel. The burner is rated for an output of 540 GJ/h. Solid fuel transport is provided by a 

blower. The burner uses both primary and secondary air. Ambient air is provided for the primary 

air, and the cooling system is used to preheat the secondary air. 
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The flame temperature required for cement production is approximately 2000°C [21]. The flow 

rates of the fuels are monitored and adjusted as required to meet this temperature. The interior of 

a cement kiln with the burner and flame visible, can be seen in Figure 3-5. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-5: Interior of a kiln with burner and flame visible [22] 

3.1.1.7 Processing, Storage and Transportation 

The final step in the cement manufacturing is grinding the clinker into a fine powder and adding 

additives, such as gypsum. These steps take place in the finish milling area. Large amounts of 

dust are produced in this area and baghouse filters are used to control these particulate emissions. 

The final cement product is stored in the cement storage dome and silos as it awaits shipment. 

The final product is transported by trucks, ships and/or rail. 

3.1.1.8 Emission Controls 

After exiting the kiln, the flue gasses pass through four cyclone separators in parallel. As 

illustrated in Figure 3-6, the flue gas enters a cyclone separator through the air flow input and is 

forced to swirl around the cyclone body. Centrifugal force causes the particulate matter to move 
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towards the cyclone outer wall and combine into larger particles. The larger particle has an 

increased mass that will cause it to separate from the flue gas flow and fall to the bottom of the 

cyclone. The particulate falls out of the bottom of the cyclone through a pressure release valve, 

and is collected in a hopper. The collected particulate is recycled back into the raw mix. 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Cyclone Separator [23] 

 

After the cyclones, the flue gas passes through two waterspray cooling towers. The cooling 

towers use evaporative cooling to reduce the temperature of the flue gas. Following the cooling 

towers, the flue gas traverses through an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) as seen in Figure 3-7. 

The reduced temperature from the cooling towers allows the ESP to operate at an improved 

efficiency [24]. The ESP forces the flue gas through a series of electrically charged fields. The 

ESP at the Bath plant has a total of 6 electric fields which cause particulate matter to be statically 

attracted through a corona effect to the positively charged electrode. The particulate matter 

collects on grounded plates that surround the electrodes. The particulate agglomerates and the 

charge bleed off as the particle size increases. Rappers dislodge the particulate, which falls into 

collection hoppers [25].  The particulate is removed and conveyed to the cement kiln dust storage 

cell and added to either the cement grinding mill or recycled into the raw mix. 
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Figure 3-7: Electrostatic Precipitator Schematic [26] 

3.2 Stack Testing 

The chemical characteristics of an effluent that is emitted into the atmosphere from an industrial 

plant are typically determined through gas sampling in the exhaust stream (stack sampling). Stack 

sampling is used to either determine compliance to regulations, to create emissions inventories or 

to compare concentration levels between tests. Four stack tests were conducted at Lafarge’s Bath 

plant by RWDI Inc., a consulting company.  The tests were conducted in 2006, 2010 and 2012.  

A baseline (standard operating conditions) test was conducted in each of these years, and a 

second test was conducted in 2010 using the virgin biomass fuel. The samples were analyzed by 

Maxxam Analytics. The testing determined the concentrations of: acrolein, propionaldehyde and 

acetaldehyde (aldehydes); ammonia (NH3); carbon dioxide (CO2); carbon monoxide (CO); 

condensable particulate matter (CPM); hydrogen chloride (HCl); mercury, antimony, arsenic, 

barium, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, copper, lead, molybdenum, nickel, selenium, 

silver, titanium, vanadium and zinc (metals); methanol; mono-nitrogen oxides (NOx); oxygen 

(O2); particulate matter smaller than 2.5µm (PM2.5); particulate matter smaller than 10µm (PM10); 

phenol; polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDD; dioxins) and polychlorinated dibenzofurans 
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(PCDF; furans); polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH); sulphur dioxide (SO2); total 

hydrocarbons (THC); and total particulate matter (TPM). 

3.2.1 Dioxins and Furans Units 

Dioxin/furan data are presented in the mass concentration unit pg TEQ/m3. Dioxins/furans consist 

of 75 dioxin congeners (related compounds) and 135 furan congeners, each with varying levels of 

toxicity. The toxic equivalency (TEQ) is a number that represents the concentration of 

dioxins/furans in terms of the most toxic congener 2,3,7,8 tetrachloro dibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD). 

The initial concentration of each congener, in units of pico-grams per meter cubed (pg/m3), was 

multiplied by its respective toxic equivalence factor (TEF) as determined by International Toxic 

Equivalents (I-TEQ) [27], resulting in units of pg toxic equivalency (TEQ)/m3. These values were 

summed to determine the overall concentration of the dioxins/furans.  

3.2.2 Sampling Location 

Sampling is generally conducted on the stack emissions of a facility. The Ontario Source Testing 

Code (OSTC) [28] requires the nearest flow disturbances to be at minimum 8 diameters upstream 

and 2 diameters downstream from the sampling location. Stacks are generally built with ports to 

permit the sampling of emissions. 

3.2.3 Sampling Train 

Flue gas samples are acquired using sampling trains. Various sampling trains are used for the 

respective analytes to be sampled. In general, a sampling train consists of a sampling probe, a 

heated line and continuous emissions monitors or a series of impingers (glass vessels that collect 

the analyte) that is placed in an ice bath.  

 

For compliance purposes, a stack test generally requires three samples to be collected and a single 

sample generally requires a sampling time in excess of three hours. For analytes that are not 

analyzed by a continuous emissions monitor (CEM), the sampling train probe assembly generally 
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consists of a glass nozzle, a heated glass probe liner, an S-type Pitot probe and a thermocouple. 

The Pitot tube and thermocouple are used to determine the velocity and temperature, respectively, 

at the sampling location. Figure 3-8 is an illustration of an S-type Pitot probe. 

 

Figure 3-8: S-type Pitot tube [29] 

3.2.4 Continuous Emissions Monitoring 

O2, CO, CO2, NOx, SO2 and THC can be monitored using a continuous emissions monitor. The 

CEM system used by RWDI, at Lafarge, was an extractive system [20]. An extractive system 

removes and transports the flue gas from the stack to the analyzers. The system consisted of a 

probe, a heated line, and the individual CEM’s for measurement. A wide range of chemical and 

physical methods are used to analyze the flue gas. These can include infrared and ultraviolet 

absorption spectroscopy, luminescence methods and electroanalytical methods. Absorption 

spectroscopy is a technique where radiation is emitted over a wide wavelength range to determine 

the flue gasses ability to absorb the energy at specific wavelengths. The instrument consists of 

four main components: the spectra source, absorption cell, dispersing element and a detector [30]. 

Figure 3-9 is a visual representation of typical absorption cell. The source emits infrared or 

ultraviolet radiation over a wide wavelength of uniform intensity. The radiation enters into the 

absorption cell through a slit. The absorption cell is filled with the flue gas, and depending on the 

concentrations of certain gasses, it will absorb specific wavelengths of radiation. The radiation 

that has not been absorbed exits the absorption cell and flows through a dispersing element, 

typically a prism, diffraction grating or interferometer, to separate the radiation into its 

component wavelengths. The radiation then travels through an exit slit and the detector outputs a 

plot of the flue gases absorbance over the wavelength range. Certain molecules will absorb 
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specific wavenumbers. A logarithmic ratio between the radiation entering and exiting the 

absorption cell (absorbance) at these wavenumbers is determined using:  

𝐴 = log10 (
𝐼0

𝐼
)  3-1 

where A is the absorbance, I is the intensity of the radiation exiting the cell, and I0 is the intensity 

of the radiation entering the cell. 

 

The absorbance at specific wavenumbers is used to determine the concentration of specific 

molecules in the flue gas.  

 

 

Figure 3-9: Components of an absorption cell [30] 

Luminescence is when radiation in the visible spectrum is emitted from a molecule that has been 

excited. Source monitoring analyzers can use either photoluminescence (fluorescence) or 

chemiluminescence. Photoluminescence occurs from light that is at a different wavelength and 

chemiluminescence occurs from a chemical reaction. Luminescence methods can be very specific 

for a given molecule, and can be very precise [31].  

 

Electro-analytical methods include techniques of polarography, potentiometry, and electro-

catalysis. Polarographic analyzers have been developed to monitor SO2, NOx, CO, O2, hydrogen 

sulfide (H2S), chlorine (Cl2), hydrogen cyanide (HCN), NH3, and HCl [31]. The polarographic 

method uses an electrochemical cell that has a membrane that permits only the molecule being 
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measured to react with an electrolytic solution. This reaction causes a change in electrical current 

[32]. The current change is measured to determine the concentration of the molecule. 

Potentiometric analyzers are used to measure HCl and hydrofluoric acid (HF). The potentiometric 

method determines the change of an ion concentration in a buffered chemical solution due to acid 

gases in the flue gas. The potential of a reference cell and a cell sensitive to the ion of interest 

(usually Cl- or F-) is measured, and the change in the potential of the ion-sensitive cell indicates 

the concentration of the molecule. Electro-catalytic analyzers are used to measure oxygen. The 

electro-catalytic method uses an electrolyte that consists of a ceramic material, zirconium oxide 

(ZrO2), coated with platinum to transfer oxygen ions from a sample cell to a reference cell. The 

reference cell is maintained at 21% oxygen. The potential created from the ions that are 

transferred from the sample cell to the reference cell (or vice versa) indicates the concentration of 

the oxygen in the flue gas [31]. 

3.2.5 Isokinetic Sampling 

To acquire an accurate sample of the flue gas from the stack, isokinetic sampling methods are 

used. Isokinetic sampling conditions are when the mean velocity inside the probe entrance equals 

the local stack velocity. If the probe and stack were to have different velocities, there would be 

either resistance or suction occurring at the probe inlet, which prevents an accurate representation 

of the flue gas, and especially particulate matter, from being acquired [33]. The local stack 

velocity of the flue gas was determined using an inclined manometer (a device used for 

measuring pressure) that was connected to an S-type Pitot probe positioned at the sampling 

location. An inclined manometer connected to the sample train pump controlled the velocity of 

the acquired sample gas. Sampling was deemed to be isokinetic when the velocity at the probe 

inlet and the local stack velocity had a difference of less than 10% [34]. 
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3.3 Oxygen Correction 

Oxygen correction is a method that is used when comparing concentrations of analytes on a 

standard basis. Oxygen concentration varies depending on the facility’s flow rate of air and 

combustion processes. Normalizing the analyte concentration to a standard basis allows better 

comparison to other data and to regulatory criteria. Therefore, differences in the flow rate of the 

air do not affect the concentration of pollutants, which permits data from separate facilities to be 

compared equally. Regulatory guidelines and limits are based on correction to a stack gas oxygen 

level of 7% in the USA and commonly 11% in Europe and Canada [35] [36]. An example is 

presented in Appendix A. 

3.4 Below Detection Limit Values 

There is a level of noise in the data due to the methods used to acquire them. The noise is a result 

of random variations in the sampling and analytical components of the system.  When analytes at 

low concentrations are tested, there is a certain concentration where the results can no longer be 

distinguished from the noise. This concentration is called the method detection limit (MDL). The 

MDL is the lowest quantity of an analyte that can be distinguished from zero with 99% 

confidence. The MDL is calculated from a sample known to contain none of the analyte (blank), 

using: 

𝑀𝐷𝐿 = 𝑆 ∗ 𝑡(𝑛−1,   𝛼= 0.99) 3-2 

where t is the one-tailed Student’s t-test value at the 99th confidence interval, S is the estimated 

standard deviation, and n is the sample population [37].  

 

Analytes above the MDL are known to exist in the sample; however, within a certain range it is 

impossible to accurately quantify the amount of the analyte. The limit of quantification (LOQ) is 

the lowest level where the value can be quantified with ± 30% accuracy with 99% confidence 

[38]. The LOQ is generally defined as ten times the mean value of the blank data (approximately 
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seven times the MDL). Figure 3-10 is a visual representation of the mean blank, MDL and LOQ 

concentrations. 

 

Figure 3-10: Visual representation of the mean blank, MDL and LOQ concentrations 

 

As specified by the US EPA [39], the estimated detection limit (EDL) is used to determine if a 

dioxin or furan sample is distinguishable from zero. The EDL is defined as the analyte abundance 

that has two and a half times the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the chromatogram produced from 

the analytical instrument when detecting a sample with a concentration near zero [40].  The SNR 

is defined as the quotient of the difference between the signal peak and the mean noise value, and 

the difference between the peak and floor of the noise. Figure 3-11 is an example chromatograph 

that displays the signal and noise that are used to determine the SNR. 
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Figure 3-11: Example chromatograph displaying the signal and noise used to determine 

the SNR 

 

Similarly to the MDL, the EDL is a value that can only determine if an analyte is not zero. The 

reportable detection limit (RDL) is the lowest concentration that can be reliably quantified. The 

RDL is defined as ten times the EDL [40]. Analytes that are measured to be below the RDL in a 

stack sample are reported as being below the detection limit (BDL) or a non-detect (ND), and are 

known as censored data. 

3.4.1 BDL Treatment Methods 

3.4.1.1 Substitution Method 

A common method of analyzing BDL data is to substitute the BDL values with a constant such as 

the RDL, ½ RDL, RDL/√2, or 0. Setting BDL data to the RDL is the method recommended by 

the Ontario MoE Guideline A-8 for Mercury, and Dioxins and Furans data [41]. Substitution has 

been shown to be a poor estimate of the actual abundance of an analyte in multiple simulation 

studies, particularly if the RDL is high [42]. The method has been found to be so inadequate that 
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Helsel [43] has termed it the “fabrication” method, and has recommended [44] that journal 

articles submitted for publication using this method be rejected.  

3.4.1.2 Maximum Likelihood 

As explained by Aldrich [45], maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) was one of the most 

important statistical developments of the 20th century and first introduced by Fisher in 1922. MLE 

is a method that considers both the known and below detection limit (BDL) data to determine the 

most likely distribution [43]. MLE is performed by maximizing the likelihood function [46] 

through iteration. The likelihood function is the following:  

L(𝑎) ≔ 𝑓(𝑥𝑖; 𝑎) ⋯ 𝑓(𝑥𝑛; 𝑎) 3-3 

where f(xi; 𝑎) is the probability density function and 𝑎 is known. 

 

The method is generally not suitable for small data sets (less than 30-50 known observations) 

[43]. One or two non-detect (ND) values can skew the estimation of a small data set, or the 

evidence from the existing data is insufficient to determine whether or not the assumed 

distribution fits the data well. 

3.4.1.3 Kaplan-Meier Procedure 

A method that is commonly used to correct censored data in the medical and industrial fields is 

the Kaplan-Meier (KM) procedure [47]. KM is the standard procedure in survival analysis for 

determining the mean of right-censored data, and has been shown to be a suitable method for 

predicting the mean of left-censored data with varying detection limits (DL) such as 

environmental data. It is a nonparametric procedure and therefore does not require 

transformations or assumptions of the specific distribution of the data.  

 

The procedure computes the area under the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a dataset to 

determine its estimated sum. This is determined by computing percentiles of the distribution that 
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are detected, and those non-detected above, at, and below each detected observation. The 

procedure begins at the data value that is the largest and goes down the dataset to the smallest. 

Helsel [48] has provided a spreadsheet for performing this method. The KM procedure is not 

suitable for analytes that have a single DL [42].  

 

The KM procedure is a suitable method to determine the value of an analyte that consists of 

summing a group of data values multiplied by weighting factors, such as is the case for 

dioxins/furans. The congeners of a single stack test are multiplied by their respective TEF and 

summed to determine the concentration of the analyte. Assuming a distribution of each congener 

is therefore not easily possible. The KM procedure does not require a distribution to be assumed 

and is therefore a suitable method for this type of data.  

3.5 Low Carbon Fuels 

This section of the literature review will focus on the LCFs that Lafarge has opted to use. The 

discussion will focus on railway ties, asphalt shingles and C&D waste. 

3.5.1 Railway Ties 

A. J. Chandler & Associates Ltd. and Lafarge [1] released a technical backgrounder on LCF with 

a focus on railway ties in 2012. Railway ties are used to spread the load of a train from the tracks 

to the ballast. Ties generally have dimensions of 18x23x259 cm and a volume of 0.105m3. Ties 

are sawn from the heartwood of a tree, which tends to be less desirable for lumber. Air dried oak, 

the most desirable type of wood for ties, has a calorific value of 12.93 MJ/kg which is 43% that 

of typical bituminous coal. Ties are infused with creosote, which ensures an operational life of 

25-30 years. Creosote coated railway ties consist of 85% wood and 15% creosote. Used as a fuel, 

the ties have a calorific value of approximately 21.5MJ/kg. The 85% wood content of the ties is 

considered to be GHG neutral.  
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Creosote is produced from the coal tar wastes that are generated from the manufacture of coke 

that is used in steel production. The coal tars are heated to a temperature of up to 400°C, which 

release vapours that are then condensed into liquid form. This liquid is creosote, which is 

brownish-black/yellowish-dark green in colour and has a pungent odour. Creosote is a mixture of 

hundreds of chemicals; however, there are a limited number of chemicals that exceed 1% of the 

total concentration. Up to 90% can consist of polycyclic/polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAH). PAH can be emitted into the atmosphere from incomplete combustion and can have 

negative health effects. Cement kilns, such as at Lafarge Bath, require a high temperature flame 

and a highly efficient combustion process, thereby providing the type of combustion environment 

that minimizes PAH emissions. 

 

The use of railway ties in suitable facilities could result in many environmental benefits. The 

heartwood portion of the ties is considered carbon neutral, and coal/petcoke consumption is 

reduced, decreasing the GHG emissions of the facility. Ties will not be discarded in a landfill, 

which prevents the emission of methane through the action of anaerobic digestion [49], and could 

prevent the creosote from leaching into the surrounding soil. Smith and Bolin [50] completed a 

life cycle assessment (LCA) on railway ties and they concluded that the use of ties as a fuel 

provides significant GHG benefits when compared to landfill disposal. 

3.5.2 Asphalt Shingles 

Asphalt is a petroleum product; it is found in natural deposits or produced from the fractional 

distillation of crude oil. Asphalt is a black, semi-solid material. It is mainly used in road 

construction, with approximately 70% of its supply used for this purpose. It is also used as a 

bituminous waterproofing product, as in the case of asphalt shingles. 
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The chemical composition of asphalt is complex and non-uniform, and can vary depending on its 

refinement process and the petroleum source. Generally, the main chemical composition of 

asphalt is made of carboids, carbenes, asphaltenes and maltenes. A proximate analysis conducted 

for Lafarge determined that the calorific value of shredded asphalt shingles was 23.16 MJ/kg, 

which is approximately 77% that of bituminous coal. 

 

The US EPA [51] conducted an LCA that considered upstream GHG emissions from the moment 

the shingles were discarded. The conclusion arrived at was a net emission reduction of 0.34 

metric tonnes of CO2 equivalent per short ton of asphalt shingles (MTCO2e/short ton) (0.37 kg 

CO2e/kg) when combusted in a cement kiln, where MTCO2e is a single measure used to 

aggregate GHG emissions [52]. 

3.5.3 Construction & Demolition Waste 

C&D is a term that describes a large group of waste items generated from the construction and 

demolition of infrastructure. C&D waste that is considered for fuel use can consist of, but is not 

limited to, wood items (clean, contaminated, or treated), asphalt shingles, cardboard, paper, 

plastic, asphalt and flooring materials. Approximately 46% of C&D waste in Canada consists of 

wood, 27% gypsum wallboard and 6% brick [53]. For Lafarge, C&D waste is generated and 

acquired from local sources by the third party Scott Environmental Group Limited. A proximate 

analysis conducted for Lafarge determined that the calorific value of a representative sample of 

C&D waste was 13.7 MJ/kg, approximately 46% that of bituminous coal. Queen’s University and 

Lafarge are currently conducting an LCA to determine the GHG benefits of its use as a fuel. 

3.6 Conclusion 

The Lafarge Bath cement plant manufactures Portland cement, a fine powder that is the primary 

ingredient in cement. Limestone, which is the main reactant in the production of cement, is 

quarried on site. The pyroprocessing stage occurs in the kiln where the flue gas and reactants mix 
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to produce clinker. Before being emitted into the atmosphere, the flue gas must travel through a 

series of emissions control processes, which include cyclone separators, waterspray cooling 

towers, and an electrostatic precipitator. 

 

Railway ties, asphalt shingles, and C&D waste are the initial LCFs that Lafarge plans to use for 

the LCF project. Their goal is to decrease the emission of NOx and CO2 emissions. To quantify 

the concentration of emissions at a facility, stack sampling is used and this is discussed in Chapter 

4 to which attention is now turned.  
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Chapter 4 

Sampling Methods 

4.1 Introduction 

Thirty-three analytes were sampled by RWDI at Lafarge. To determine the concentration of the 

analytes, a continuous emissions monitoring (CEM) system and eight impinger sampling train 

methods were used. The eight methods consisted of a California Air Resource Board (CARB) 

method, an Environment Canada (EC) method, four US Environment Protection Agency (EPA) 

methods, an Ontario Source Testing Code (OSTC) method, and a National Council for Air & 

Steam Improvement, Inc. (NCASI) method. This chapter provides a background on these 

methods, as well as on the methods used for determining the sampling location(s) and other 

facility variables; such as the flue gas volumetric flow rate and the flue gas velocity. The 

sampling apparatus’ are provided in Figure 4-4 to Figure 4-11, and the laboratory analytical 

methods are explained. The methods provided in this chapter are not work that the author of this 

thesis completed; however, the author participated in the 2012 stack test, which used these 

methods. 

4.2 Stack Test 

As was noted earlier, four stack tests were conducted at Lafarge’s Bath plant by RWDI Inc., a 

consulting company. The tests were conducted in 2006, 2010 and 2012.  A baseline test was 

conducted in each of these years, and a second test was conducted in 2010 for the virgin biomass 

fuel test. The stack tests were scheduled over two day periods, with 3 rounds of measurements 

each. The second day was kept as an alternate day in case of unforeseen issues. The following is 

an explanation of the stack testing methods that were used. 
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4.2.1 Sampling Location 

Samples were taken at the centroid of equal-area segments of the stack. The segments were 

determined by OSTCs circular stack method [28]. Two traverses were made, which crossed at the 

centroid of the stack and were perpendicular to one another as indicated in Figure 4-1. 

 

Figure 4-1: Location of traverse points on a circular cross section, divided into 12 equal-

areas. [28] 

 

The location of the sampling points were determined using [28]: 

R = 100 (0.5 − √
2𝑛 − 1

4𝑁
) 4-1 

𝑛 = ℎ −
𝑁

2
 4-2 

where R is the percentage of the distance from the stack wall to the centroid, h is the sampling 

point number from the stack port, and N is the number of sampling points per traverse. 

 

Eight sampling points per traverse were used during the sampling, totaling 16 points. Each 

segment had a sampling time of approximately 7.5 minutes, for a total sampling time of 120 

minutes per round. Acquired samples were shipped to and analyzed by Maxxam Analytical 

Services in Mississauga, Ontario. 
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CEM was conducted from a single point at the centre of the stack in accordance with the OSTC 

Method ON-3 [28]. A traverse was made across the stack with 6 equally spaced points. At a 

minimum, three molecular weight determinations were made at each point. A sample was drawn 

into the analyzer and the molecular weight was determined by immediately analyzing the 

percentages of CO2, CO, O2, and N2. The dry molecular weight was calculated using the 

following: 

%(𝑁2 + 𝐴𝑟) = 100 − (%𝐶𝑂2 + %𝑂2 + %𝐶𝑂) 4-3 

𝑀𝑑 = 0.44(%𝐶𝑂2) + 0.32(%𝑂2) + 0.40(%𝐴𝑟) + 0.28(%𝑁2 + %𝐶𝑂) 4-4 

where Md is the dry basis molecular weight (kg/kmol). 

 

The results at each point were averaged to the nearest 0.1 kg/kmol. These values were then 

averaged to determine the overall mean value. The average at each point was found to be within 

±5% of the overall mean permitting the use of a single point (the centroid) for CEM analysis. 

4.2.2 Stack Velocity, and Volumetric Flow Rate 

The stack velocity and flow rate were determined following the OSTC Method ON-2 

“Determination of Stack Gas Velocity and Flow Rate (Type S Pitot Tube)” [28]. An S-type Pitot 

tube assembly and inclined monometer readable to the nearest 0.10 mm H20 were used to 

determine the pressure of the flue gas at the equal-area sampling segments. The Pitot tube 

assembly, which consisted of a thermocouple, sheathing, and nozzles, was calibrated in 

accordance with the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice 

D3796-09 “Practice for Calibration of Type S Pitot tubes” [29]. The procedure is explained in 

section “4.2.2.1 S-type Pitot Tube Calibration”. 
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Before each test, the Pitot tube assembly was examined for any damage or shifting of 

components. If damaged or if any components had shifted since the most recent calibration, the 

Pitot tube was repaired or replaced, and recalibrated.   

 

A leak check of the Pitot tube and lines was conducted by pressurizing one of the Pitot tube 

openings until, at minimum, a pressure head of 75mm H2O was met on the differential pressure 

gauge. The Pitot tube opening was then sealed off to verify that the pressure remained constant. 

The manometer was zeroed and leveled before the sampling and periodically during the 

measurements. 

 

The stack gas static pressure was determined by connecting one leg of the manometer to one leg 

of the S-type Pitot tube with the face opening planes positioned parallel to the gas flow. The 

atmospheric pressure was determined using a barometer. The static pressure was then determined 

using: 

 𝑃𝑠 = 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑟 + 0.098𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 4-5 

where Ps is the stack pressure (kPa), Pbar is the atmospheric pressure (kPa), Pstatic is the stack gas 

static pressure (cm H2O) and 0.098 is the factor to convert cm H2O to kPa. 

 

The velocity pressure (ΔP) was measured at each sampling point. The local stack velocity at the 

sampling point was determined using: 

 𝑈𝑠 = 128.6𝐶𝑝√
∆𝑃𝑇𝑠

𝑀𝑠𝑃𝑠
 4-6 

where Us is the local stack velocity (m/s), Cp is the pitot tube coefficient, Ts is the absolute stack 

gas temperature (K), ∆P is the stack gas velocity pressure head (kPa), Ms is the stack gas 

molecular weight on a wet basis (kg/mol) and Ps is the absolute stack gas pressure (kPa). 
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The volumetric flow rate of the stack was then determined using:  

 𝑄𝑠 = 3600𝑈𝑠(𝑎𝑣𝑔)𝐴𝑠(1 − 𝐵𝑤𝑜)
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑃𝑠

𝑇𝑠(𝑎𝑣𝑔)𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓
 4-7 

where Qs is the stack gas volumetric flow rate (dry basis at reference conditions) (m3/h), Us(avg) is 

the average stack gas velocity (m/s), As is the cross-sectional area of the stack (m2), Bwo is the 

proportion of water in the stack gas, Tref is 298K, Ts(avg) is the average stack gas temperature (K), 

Ps is the absolute stack gas pressure (kPa) and Pref  is 101.3 kPa. 

4.2.2.1 S-type Pitot Tube Calibration 

The flow system used to calibrate an S-type Pitot probe is illustrated in Figure 4-2. An inclined 

manometer is used to determine the pressure at the test site. The test preferably takes place in a 

circular or rectangular duct with a minimum duct diameter of 305mm for a circular duct, and 

minumum width dimensions of 254mm for a rectangular duct. The duct dimensions should 

remain constant for a minimum of 10 duct diameters. Rectangular ducts use an equivalent duct 

diameter, determined using:  

 𝐷𝑒 = 2𝐿𝑊/(𝐿 + 𝑊) 4-8 

where De is the equivalent diameter, L is the length of the cross section and W is the width of the 

cross section. 

 

The test site is located at minimum 8 diameters downstream and 2 diameters upstream from a 

flow disturbance. The flow system fan must at minimum generate a constant test-section velocity 

of 15.2 m/s.  

 

The manometer was leveled and zeroed. All lines were inspected and checked for leaks. The flow 

system fan was turned on, and the flow was allowed to stabilize. A standard type Pitot tube 

(Figure 4-3) was inserted into the system near the centroid, and the entry port was sealed. A 
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differential-pressure reading was taken. The standard Pitot tube was removed and the S-type Pitot 

tube was inserted at the same sampling point. A differential pressure reading was taken. This was 

repeated at minimum three times using both sides of the S-type Pitot tube (Side A and B). The S-

type Pitot tube coefficient for each of the six pairs of differential pressure readings was calculated 

using:  

 𝐶𝑝(𝑠) = 𝐶𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑑)√
𝛥𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑑

𝛥𝑃𝑠
 4-9 

 where Cp(s) is the S-type Pitot tube coefficient, Cp(std) is the coefficient of the standard Pitot 

tube, ΔPstd is the differential pressure measure by the stardard Pitot tube (kPa), and ΔPs is the 

differential pressure measured by the S-type Pitot tube (kPa). 

 

The mean value of the side A and B coefficients were calculated. The S-type Pitot tube 

coefficient was determined by taking the absolute value of the difference between the two means. 

 

Figure 4-2: Pitot Tube Calibration System [29] 
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Figure 4-3: Standard Pitot Tube [29] 

4.2.3 Stack Temperature 

Stack temperature is measured in accordance with OSTC Method ON-2 “Determination of Stack 

Gas Velocity and Flow Rate (Type S Pitot Tube)” [28]. The measurement is taken from a 

calibrated thermocouple or other measurement device that is accurate within 1.5% of the 

minimum gas temperature. RWDI performed the stack temperature measurements simultaneously 

with the stack velocity measurements. The temperature was measured using a calibrated chromel-

alumel type “K” thermocouple and a digital meter [20]. Chromel-alumel type “K” thermocouples 

are the industry standard for stack testing and offer a wide temperature range [34]. 

4.2.4 CO, NOx, O2, SOx, and THC 

CO, NOx, O2, SOx and THC were monitored using a series of continuous emissions monitors 

(CEM). Sample system bias checks and instrument linearity checks were conducted prior to 

sampling. Samples were withdrawn from a stainless steel probe located at the centre of the stack 

(Section 4.2.1). The sample traversed through a Teflon line, a heated filter, a sample conditioner 

and a series of CEMs. The Teflon line was heated to 120°C to prevent condensation. The heated 
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filter removed particulate matter and the sample conditioner dehydrated the sample. The sample 

then traversed through a manifold system and was introduced to the individual CEMs for 

measurement. THC samples bypassed the conditioner leaving the moisture in the sample. 

Analyzers were zeroed and span checked at the completion of each run. Data was acquired using 

a National Instruments data logger system which recorded data at one second intervals. 

4.2.5 Aldehydes 

The CARB Modified Method 430 [54] was followed for stack testing for acrolein, 

propionaldehyde and acetaldehyde. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 4-4, samples were drawn through the heated probe assembly and 

traversed through a 3.2mm diameter Teflon line, a series of two impingers in an ice bath and 

silica gel. Each impinger contained an aqueous solution of 2,4-dinitrophenyl-hydrazine (DNPH). 

The Teflon line was rinsed with the DNPH prior to sampling. The sample was recovered from 

both the Teflon line and the impingers. The decrease in temperature from the ice bath caused 

condensation to occur. To obtain the sample from the Teflon line, 2ml of impinger solution was 

rinsed through the Teflon line into an extraction vial using a Pasteur pipe.   

 

A chromatogram was produced from reverse phase high-performance liquid chromatography with 

an ultraviolet (UV) absorption detector operated at 360nm. Aldehydes were identified and 

quantified from the chromatogram. An example of the chromatogram is presented in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-4: CARB Modified Method 430 sampling flow chart [54] 
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Figure 4-5: Example chromatogram used to determine aldehyde quantities [54] 

4.2.6 Ammonia and Hydrogen Chloride 

Stack testing for ammonia and HCl followed the US EPA Method 26 “Determination of 

Hydrogen Halide and Halogen Emissions from Stationary Sources – Non-isokinetic Method” 

[55]. Ammonia is not specified as an analyte in the method; however, it is standard procedure to 

use this method for its collection [34]. As seen in Figure 4-6, the samples were drawn from the 

probe assembly and traversed through a series of two impingers (Figure 4-6 illustrates five 

impingers, this was not the case) in an ice bath, and silica gel. The impingers contained dilute 

sulfuric acid and a mixture of dilute sodium hydroxide and sodium thiosulfate that collected the 
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gaseous hydrogen halides (HCl, HBr, HF) and halogens (Cl2 and Br2), respectively. The decrease 

in temperature from the ice bath caused condensation to occur. The acidic solution solubilized the 

hydrogen halides to form a halide ion, chloride (Cl-), bromide (Br-), or fluoride (F-). The halogens 

have very low solubility in acidic solutions and traversed through to the alkaline solution. The 

alkaline solution hydrolyzed the halogens to form a proton (H+), a halide ion, and hypohalous 

acid (HClO, HBrO). The sodium thiosulfate reacts with the hypohalous acid to form another 

halide ion. The halide ions were separated by ion chromatography (IC) and each analyte was 

quantified. An example chromatograph is illustrated in Figure 4-7. 

 

Figure 4-6: US EPA Method 26 Sampling Train [56] (Only two impingers were used in the 

actual stack sampling) 
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Figure 4-7: Example chromatograph from US EPA Method 26 [55] 

4.2.7 Dioxin & Furan Congeners and PAH 

The stack testing and laboratory analysis for dioxins and furans followed the EC Method EPS 

1/RM/2 [57].  

 

The flue gas was acquired in the probe assembly, and traversed to a heated filter through a heated 

line. Isokinetic conditions were met during the sampling. The heated filter acquired a particulate 

sample from the flue gas. Both the probe and the filter were heated to prevent condensation from 

occurring. A module filled with a polymeric absorbent (XAD) was spiked with known quantities 

of labeled compounds that were used for system calibration.  The flue gas was sent through four 

impingers and silica gel in an ice bath.  The decrease in temperature from the ice bath caused 
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condensation to occur, and the impingers acquired the condensate. The first and fourth impingers 

were empty to collect condensate. The second and third impingers contained 100 ml of high 

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) solvent, which extracted the dioxins/furans. The 

XAD module and impinger solutions collected gaseous samples. The extracted samples were sent 

to a laboratory and separated by high-resolution gas chromatography, and measured by high-

resolution mass spectrometry to obtain a concentration in units of pg/m3. The concentrations of 

the congeners were multiplied by their respective toxic equivalency factor (TEF) to obtain units 

of pg TEQ/m3 and summed to determine the overall concentration.  

4.2.8 Metals and Total Particulate Matter 

Metals and total particulate matter (TPM) samples were acquired simultaneously in accordance 

with US EPA Method 29 “Determination of Metals Emissions from Stationary Sources” [58] and 

OSTC Method 5 “Sampling of Total Particulate Matter from Stationary Sources” [28], 

respectively. The sampling train for US EPA Method 29 and OSTC Method 5 are illustrated in 

Figure 4-8, and Figure 4-9, respectively. Sampling was conducted using a Supply C-5000 Source 

Sampling System. Each sampling run was 192 minutes in duration with a total of 3 sampling 

runs. 

 

US EPA Method 29 was used to quantify the following metals: Antimony (Sb), Arsenic (As), 

Barium (Ba), Beryllium (Be), Cadmium (Cd), Chromium (Cr), Cobalt (Co), Copper (Cu), Lead 

(Pb), Mercury (Hg), Molybdenum (Mo), Nickel (Ni), Selenium (Se), Silver (Ag), Thallium (Tl), 

and Vanadium (V). 

 

The flue gas was acquired isokinetically in the glass probe assembly and traversed through a 

heated line to a heated miniature cyclone and collection flask, a heated filter, a series of 6 

impingers in an ice bath and silica gel. The line, cyclone, and filter were heated to a temperature 
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above 100°C to prevent condensation. Particulate emissions were collected in the cyclone 

collection flask and the filter. The first and fourth impingers were empty to collect condensate. 

The second and third impinger contained an aqueous acidic hydrogen peroxide mixture (5% 

HNO3, 10% H2O2). The fifth and sixth impingers contained an aqueous mixture of potassium 

permanganate (4% KMnO4, 10% H2SO4). The hydrogen peroxide mixture collected all gaseous 

metal emissions excluding mercury. The aqueous potassium permanganate collected the gaseous 

mercury emissions.  

 

Figure 4-8: US EPA Method 29 Sampling Train [58] 
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Figure 4-9: OSTC Method 5 Sampling Train [28] 

 

TPM was quantified by weighing the particulate matter accumulated from the probe, probe liner, 

cylone collection flask, and filter. Weighing intervals were at minimum 6 hours in length to 

determine the mass with scale fluctuations of <0.5mg.  

 

Excluding mercury, metals were separated and analyzed by inductively coupled argon plasma 

emission spectroscopy (ICAP), or atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS). The aqueous potassium 

permanganate mixture collected the mercury emissions. Mercury was separated and analyzed by 

cold vapor atomic absorption spectroscopy (CVAAS). 

 

 ICAP is a tool for the determination of metals in a sample matrix. Liquid samples are injected 

into a radiofrequency-induced argon plasma. At high temperature, the sample reaching the plasma 
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is quickly dried, vaporized and energized through collision excitation. The atomic emission 

releasing from the plasma is collected with a lens or mirror, and imaged onto an entrance slit of a 

wavelength selection device. Multi-element determinations are performed with the combination 

of a polychromator, a device that disperses light to isolate separate parts of the light spectrum and 

array detector [59]. Absorption spectroscopy is explained in Section 3.2.4. 

4.2.9 Methanol and Phenol 

Stack testing for methanol and phenol followed the NCASI Method IM/CAN/WP-98.01 “Chilled 

Impinger Method for Use at Wood Products Mills to Measure Formaldehyde, Methanol, and 

Phenol” [60]. As seen in Figure 4-10, the sample was drawn through a heated Teflon lined probe, 

glass fibre filter, and two midget impingers in an ice bath. The Teflon probe and glass fibre filter 

were maintained at a heated temperature of 120 ± 14°C to prevent condensation. The impingers 

contained 15 ml of distilled, deionized water. The decrease in temperature from the ice bath 

caused condensation to occur.  The deionized water absorbed formaldehyde, methanol and 

phenol. The samples were sent to a laboratory and methanol and phenol were separated by gas 

chromatography equipped with a flame ionization detector. Concentrations of methanol and 

phenol were quantified from the chromatograph obtained. 
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Figure 4-10: NCASI Method IM/CAN/WP-98.01 sampling train [60] 

4.2.10 PM2.5, PM10 and CPM 

US EPA Method 201 [61] and US EPA Method 202 [62] were used for sampling of PM10, PM2.5 

and condensable particulate matter (CPM). Sampling was conducted over 16 points, 4 points per 

traverse, with a target test time of 120 minutes. As seen in Figure 4-11, the flue gas traversed 

through a stainless steel nozzle, two cyclones in series, and a series of four impingers and silica 

gel. The nozzle included a recycle attachment used to maintain an isokinetic flow rate at the tip of 

the probe by recycling a clean, dry portion of the sample gas back into the nozzle. In-stack 

cyclones were used to remove particulate matter with nominal aerodynamic diameters of 10 µm 

and 2.5 µm [20]. The PM was collected using an in-stack glass fiber filter [61]. After the 

cyclones, the flue gas traversed through a heated line, four impingers and silica gel situated in an 

ice bath. The decrease in temperature due to the ice bath caused condensation to occur, and the 

CPM was acquired in the impingers. Immediately after sample collection, the impingers were 
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purged with nitrogen to remove dissolved SO2 gasses. The CPM filter was extracted with water 

and hexane, and the impinger solution was extracted with hexane. The organic and aqueous 

fractions were dried and the residues were weighed to determine the CPM. 

 

Figure 4-11: PM10, PM2.5, and CPM sampling train [63] 

 

4.3 Conclusion 

A CEM system and eight impinger sampling train methods were used to determine the 

concentrations of thirty-three analytes at the Lafarge Bath plant. RWDI, a consulting company, 

performed the sampling, and the author of the present work participated in the 2012 stack test. In 

general, the sampling train consisted of a probe assembly, impinger train or CEM, and a series of 

measurement devices. Samples obtained by the impingers were shipped to and analyzed by 

Maxxam Analytical Services to determine the concentration of the analyte through laboratory 

analysis. CEM data was obtained in real-time and was recorded at one second intervals. 

Variability is present in the data due to the facility’s process related variability and due to 

variability in the sampling methods. It is possible that using the appropriate method can decrease 

this variability. In the next chapter, two sampling methods are compared to determine the most 
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appropriate stack sampling method. The reader should note that this next chapter is a journal 

article as accepted for publication.  
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Chapter 5 

Comparison of Variability in Dioxin and Furan Data acquired using 

Single Train and Simultaneous Multiple Train Stack Sampling 

Methods 

Jamie Davis , Andrew Pollard  
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John Chandler  
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5.1 Abstract 

The variance of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxin (PCDD; dioxin) and polychlorinated 

dibenzofuran (PCDF; furan) data obtained from single- and simultaneous multiple train methods 

was compared. Single train triplicate data were used from 4 stack tests obtained from a long dry 

kiln cement plant and 18 stack tests from a municipal solid waste (MSW) incinerator. Data from 

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) report Reference Method Accuracy and 

Precision (ReMAP) [33] were used for the simultaneous multiple samples, which accounted for 

27 data points. Nineteen data points were acquired from an ASME research facility, 5 from a 

MSW incinerator unrelated to the single train MSW incinerator, and 3 from a lightweight 

aggregate kiln (LWAK). The ReMAP procedure was used to determine the relationship between 

the standard deviation and the concentration of the single train and simultaneous multiple train 

data. Results indicated that there was benefit from the use of simultaneous multiple train 

sampling for concentrations above 129 pg toxic equivalency (TEQ)/m3. There was no indication 
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of benefit from the use of simultaneous multiple train sampling at concentrations below 129 pg 

TEQ/m3.
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5.2 Implications 

Precision of stack sampling data can be the difference between meeting and failing compliance 

limits. Generally, three dioxin/furan samples are acquired when stack sampling to meet 

compliance regulations. A reliable estimation of the data’s true concentration is not possible with 

this small amount of data. Increasing the precision decreases the chance that the acquired 

concentration deviates greatly from the true concentration. Facilities that use the appropriate stack 

sampling method will benefit by either improved data precision or minimal stack sampling 

expenses. The observations made suggest that facilities that are expected to have dioxin/furan 

concentrations above 129 pg TEQ/m3 would increase the precision of samples by using 

simultaneous multiple train sampling. 

5.3 Introduction 

The chemical characteristics of a waste gas stream that is emitted into the atmosphere from an 

industrial facility are typically determined through gas sampling in the exhaust stream (stack 

sampling). Stack sampling is used to determine compliance to regulations, to compare 

concentrations of emissions between facilities, to create emissions inventories, and to determine 

changes in concentrations that have occurred due to process alterations at a facility [64]. In the 

USA, failure to meet compliance regulations can lead to charges, substantial fines, and retesting. 

Thus, significant expenses can be the result of a failed compliance test. There is inherent 

uncertainty associated with the results acquired from stack sampling. Increasing the precision of 

sampling methods may be the difference between meeting and failing compliance conditions. 

Simultaneous multiple train stack sampling is a method that can decrease the variability of stack 

sampling at certain sample concentrations. This paper compared the variability of single train and 

simultaneous multiple train sampling methods where the organic compounds polychlorinated 

dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDD; dioxin)/polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDF; furan) are considered 

to ascertain when the added cost of simultaneous multiple train sampling may be warranted.  
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Samples of stack gas were extracted following EPA Method 23 [65].  Samples were acquired 

isokinetically from an apparatus called a sampling train. As seen in Figure 5-1, the train consisted 

of a sampling probe, a heated line, a heated filter, a module filled with a polymeric absorbent 

(XAD), and a series of interconnected glass vessels, called impingers, immersed in an ice bath. 

The probe assembly typically consists of a 1 inch diameter stainless steel tube, a heated glass 

probe liner, an S-type Pitot probe attached with 3/8 inch diameter tubing, and a ¼ inch diameter 

thermocouple. The Pitot tube and thermocouple are used to determine the velocity and 

temperature, respectively, at the sampling location.  These provide information to adjust the 

sampling rate to isokinetic conditions. Isokinetic sampling conditions exist when the mean 

velocity inside the probe entrance equals the local stack velocity. If the probe and stack were to 

have different velocities, there would be resistance or suction occurring at the probe inlet, which 

prevents the collection of an accurate representation of the flue gas, especially for flue gasses 

containing particulate matter [33].  
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Figure 5-1: Diagram of EPA Method 23 [65] 

 

Typically regulations require that three separate samples be collected using the sampling train 

discussed in the previous paragraph. This equipment is operated by two technicians. The 

sampling train probe is traversed across equal-area segments of the stack stopping at each 

location for a uniform time. The total sampling time is dictated by analytical capability and the 

expected analyte concentrations, and in most cases exceeds 3 hr in duration. For circular stacks, a 

cross-sectional plane is separated into multiple equal-area segments as a function of the distance 

from the centre of the stack. A minimum of two traverses are performed, separated by 90°, with 
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the sampling occurring at the centre of each equal-area segment. For square or rectangular stacks, 

a cross section of the stack is separated into a grid of equal-areas. Sampling is performed on the 

centroid of each of these sections. The minimum number of sampling points is specified by the 

method and is a function of the size of the stack [28] [64]. Since each sample is obtained over a 

different time interval, the variability observed is the result of a series of three tests and should be 

the result of process variaiblity from the facility and variability from the sampling methods [66].  

 

Simultaneous train sampling uses multiple sampling systems to acquire samples concurrently. 

The probes can be inserted through the same port with the sampling nozzles located a short 

distance from one another, or they can be inserted through separate ports with the traverses 

switched to cover each equal-area segment. Inserting the probes through the same port is a more 

challenging implementation due to the added bulk and mass from combining two sampling trains. 

Regardless of the configuration chosen, extra field technicians during sampling and extra 

laboratory analytical work would be required. By acquiring multiple samples simultaneously, the 

variability in the sampling methods can be isolated because it can be assumed that the process 

related variations occurring during sampling are captured equally by each train.    

 

The report Reference Method Accuracy and Precision (ReMAP) used simultaneous sampling data 

to determine the precision of the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sampling methods, 

and established the relationship between the concentration and standard deviation of the test 

results. For simultaneous multiple train sampling, it is assumed that there are minimal differences 

in the flue gas flow velocity and composition at the probe inlets. The simultaneous data therefore 

should ideally be identical. Variability in the measured concentration from a single simultaneous 

multiple train stack test should be the result of random error from the stack testing method [33]. 

ReMAP considered 22 simultaneous dioxin/furan sampling results from two facilities, and in a 
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subsequent update, added 5 simultaneous results from a third facility. These data were used to 

provide an estimate of the precision of EPA Method 23 at various analyte concentration levels. 

Nineteen stack samples were obtained from a project undertaken for the American Society of 

Mechanical Engineers (ASME) at a modern solid waste (MSW) incineration research facility, 

five from a second MSW, and three from a lightweight aggregate kiln (LWAK). The ASME 

research data were obtained from the midpoint in the air pollution control system, after powdered 

activated carbon (PAC) and acid gas reagent addition and the electrostatic precipitator (ESP), but 

before final polishing and therefore did not represent the stack emission levels; however, due to 

the limited availability of simultaneous dioxin/furan data, are useful in extending the data 

coverage. The purpose of that study was to establish factors that influence the level of control of 

the air pollution control (APC) system. Using fractional factorial experimental test plans to 

examine the effect of varying incinerator operating temperature, oxygen levels, and the feed rate 

of both lime and powdered activated carbon injected in the ductwork, a range of emissions 

concentrations was generated. These data were then used to ascertain factors that would limit 

emissions. The sampling was conducted in a square duct, with dimensions of 0.8 m by 0.8 m. 

There were four ports used at the sampling location. Two probes were physically linked together 

a short distance from each other (approximately 6-8 inches) and inserted into the ports to 

simultaneous acquire the samples over a period of 2.4 hr [67]. The second MSW incinerator and 

LWAK data were obtained from a location in the stack that was 8 diameters downstream and 2 

diameters upstream from a flow disturbance. The MSW incinerator stack is a rectangular concrete 

structure with two internal 1.33m diameter flue liners. There are two sampling ports on each flue 

liner, located 90° from one another. Three stack tests were conducted on each flue liner, with one 

probe in each port. Sampling was conducted over a period of 4 hr. There was an issue with one 

test pair as one train was determined to be invalid by the samplers, resulting in 5 data points.  The 
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LWAK sampling was conducted over a period of 3-6 hr on a stack with a large diameter (>1m) 

and high flow rate.  

The single train data consisted of 4 stack samples obtained from a long dry kiln cement plant and 

18 stack samples from an MSW incinerator. Each sample consisted of 3 data points obtained 

separately on a daily basis. The long dry kiln stack had a diameter of 3.2m and four sampling 

ports located at 90° from each other. Sampling was conducted for 120-160 min in 2006, and for 3 

hr in 2010 and 2012. Two tests were conducted in 2010, each with different operating conditions. 

One test was a baseline test, the fuel was a mixture of coal and petroleum coke (petcoke). The 

second test was conducted during a biomass fuel demonstration project, 90% of the fuel consisted 

of a mixture of coal and petcoke, 10% was a mixture of biomass fuels: millet, sorghum, hemp, 

switchgrass, maize, and oat hulls. The tests in 2006 and 2012 were baseline tests. The MSW 

incinerator stack had a diameter of 2.2m with sampling ports located at 90° from one another. 

Sampling was over a period of 4 hr. 12 MSW incinerator stack samples were collected from a 

facility with an APC system which incorporated a wet spray humidifier, lime and PAC injection, 

fabric filter system, and catalytic destruction of organics in a selective catalytic reduction (SCR) 

unit that also controls nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions. Six MSW incinerator stack samples were 

from the MSW incinerator stack in the years before the PAC and SCR system were introduced.  

 

Both the cement kiln and the MSW incinerator have tightly controlled operating windows.  The 

cement kiln operators maintain conditions to ensure that the clinker being produced meets the 

desired quality profile.  The MSW incinerator must meet operating requirements reflected by the 

continuous emissions monitor (CEM) equipment installed at the facility.  In both facilities testing 

was conducted at typical operating inputs near the maximum design operating capacity. Although 

the source of the raw material input to the cement kiln can change this is expected to have little 

impact on the organic emissions from the facility given the combustion conditions.  The MSW 
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incinerator facility has five furnace/boiler units feeding a single APC system.  The furnace/boiler 

units require periodic maintenance, but testing is conducted with the units at various stages of 

their maintenance cycles so the emissions represent a blending of any variations that such 

conditions might produce.  The nature of the MSW fed to the incinerators has changed over the 

period represented by the data considered in this paper, as the community emphasis on recycling 

and changes in packaging materials have resulted in an increase in plastic and a reduction in 

metal and paper concentrations.  The implementation of the robust APC system produced the 

biggest change in the emissions at the facility, and, as the data illustrate, there is very little change 

in emissions year over year.  As discussed later in the paper, all the results were analysed to 

determine if there was any abhorrent data that might indicate significant variations in the 

emissions.  There were none. 

 

Certain processes have the ability to limit dioxin/furan emissions.  Cement production requires 

high temperatures (>1400°C) and long residence times in the kiln to produce clinker (an 

intermediate product in the manufacturing of cement).  The high temperature and long residence 

time limits the production of dioxins/furans [68].  The type of APC system at the MSW facility 

consisting of PAC addition and catalytic destruction of organics has a removal efficiency of 

dioxins/furans that can be greater than 90% effective [69] [70].  Thus the cement kiln and control 

MSW incinerator emissions should decrease the significance of daily process variability.  

 

Dioxin/furan data are presented in the mass concentration units pg toxic equivalency (TEQ)/m3. 

Dioxins/furans consist of 75 dioxin congeners (related compounds) and 135 furan congeners, 

each with varying levels of toxicity. The toxic equivalency is a number that represents the 

concentration of dioxins/furans in terms of the most toxic congener 2,3,7,8 tetrachloro dibenzo-p-

dioxin (TCDD). The initial concentration of each congener, in units of pg/m3, was multiplied by 
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its respective toxic equivalence factor (TEF) as determined by International Toxic Equivalents 

(ITEQ) [27], resulting in units of pg TEQ/m3. Nondetectable levels of congeners can be found in 

laboratory results.  These are reported as non-detectable (ND) with the Estimated Detection Level 

(EDL) and Reportable Detection Level (RDL) being listed for each congener.  According to the 

EPA [40] the sample-specific EDL is a laboratory estimate of the concentration of a given analyte 

that would produce a signal with a peak height of at least 2.5 times (2.5x) the background noise 

signal level.  Such an estimate is specific to a particular analysis of the sample and is affected by 

sample size, dilution, etc.  The RDL is typically 10x the EDL.  If ND levels are reported there are 

generally two approaches to calculating the toxic equivalence of the sample, either considering 

the congener to be not present, or substituting the EDL for that congener and sample in the 

calculation.  Such substitution is required in Ontario as explained in the Ministry of Environment 

(MoE) Guidline A-8 [41] and data is reported in that manner to the Province.  However, with a 

high proportion of ND values in the data from both the MSW incinerator with the robust APC 

system and the cement kiln, concerns existed about the potential influence these substitutions 

might have on the data variability.  Helsel [47] suggests that the substitution approach creates a 

situation where the less precise data can have a large effect on the result particularly if the EDL is 

high and this can lead to erroneous results when hypothesis testing is performed.  He cites the 

work of several authors showing the inadequacy of the substitution process and recommends the 

use of the Kaplan-Meier (KM) procedure that is frequently used in survival analysis for 

computing the mean of right-hand censored data.  Essentially the procedure generates the mean of 

the congener values times their respective TEFs.  The mean of the group can be multiplied by 17, 

the number of congeners considered in the TEQ calculation to provide a reliable method of 

predicting the mean I-TEQ value for the test and upper confidence limit of the mean.  Helsel 

provides a spreadsheet [71] that was used for this study.  The resulting mean is based upon 

parametric procedures that do not require transformations or assumptions about the specific 
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distributional shape of the data.  The emission levels encountered at the facilities included in the 

ReMAP report were generally of sufficient magnitude that ND values were not encountered and 

no attempt was made to revise the ReMAP data using this approach.  

 

The corrected congener values were summed to determine the overall concentration of the 

dioxins/furans.  

 

Oxygen correction is a method that is used when comparing concentrations of analytes on a 

standard basis. Oxygen concentration varies depending on the stack flow rate of air and 

combustion processes. Normalizing the analyte concentration to a standard basis allows better 

comparison to other data and to regulatory criteria. For dioxin/furan emissions, regulatory 

guidelines and limits are based on correction to a stack gas oxygen level of 7% in the USA and 

commonly 11% in Europe and Canada. Therefore, differences in the flow rate of the air do not 

affect the concentration of pollutants, allowing data from separate facilities to be compared 

equally. Oxygen corrections were excluded from the ReMAP analysis to prevent the introduction 

of uncertainty related to the precision of the oxygen measurement [33]. The oxygen data were 

therefore unavailable for that data and oxygen correction was not undertaken for this study.  

 

Due to the additional fixed sources of error in single train sampling procedures, the hypothesis 

explored in this paper is that the variability of data acquired from stack tests using a single train is 

greater than the variability of data acquired from simultaneous multi-train sampling methods. 

 

This paper explains the procedure used to determine the relationship between concentration and 

standard deviation of dioxins/furans. The relationships both including and excluding outliers are 

plotted and the single and simultaneous multiple train plots are superimposed on one another. The 
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standard deviation’s 95% confidence limits are used to determine the significance between the 

standard deviation of the single and simultaneous multiple train data. A discussion of the results, 

conclusions, and recommendations are provided. 

5.4 Methods 

The procedure followed for the study was based upon the premise that the precision of manual 

stack sampling methods varies as a function of the concentration. The analysis was started by 

averaging each set of data (triplicate results from single train sampling and paired results acquired 

from simultaneous multiple train sampling). The standard deviation of these data sets was then 

determined. Due to the limited number of samples, a small sample bias correction factor was 

introduced to allow a better estimate of the true standard deviation. Building upon the ReMAP 

procedures, data were fit to a power function using linear regression analysis. The final result was 

an estimate of the standard deviation as it relates to concentration. 

 

Stack testing was conducted by a third party. The stack sampling and laboratory analysis for the 

single train tests (both MSW and long dry kiln) followed the Environment Canada (EC) Method 

EPS 1/RM/2 [57], and for the simultaneous multiple train ReMAP data followed the EPA Method 

23. Both methods are comparable. 

 

Sampling was conducted on a vertical section of a stack or duct, 8 diameters downstream and 2 

diameters upstream from a flow disturbance. The flue gas was extracted in the probe assembly, 

and traversed to a heated filter through a heated line. To meet isokinetic conditions, the velocity 

at the probe inlet and the local stack velocity had a difference of less than 10%.  The heated filter 

separated a particulate sample from the flue gas. Both the probe and the filter were heated to 

prevent condensation from occurring. The XAD module was spiked with known quantities of 

labeled compounds that were used for system calibration.  The flue gas was sent through four 
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impingers in series immersed in an ice bath.  The ice bath caused condensation to occur, and the 

impingers collected the condensate. The first and fourth impingers were empty to start. The 

second and third impingers contained 100 ml of high performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) solvent, which extracted the dioxins/furans. The XAD and impinger solutions collected 

gaseous samples. The extracted samples were sent to a laboratory and separated by high-

resolution gas chromatography and measured by high-resolution mass spectrometry to obtain a 

mass for each congener. The mass and sample volume were used to determine the concentration.  

 

The concentrations of the congeners were multiplied by their respective TEF to obtain units of pg 

TEQ/m3. The KM procedure was used to determine the mean TEQ from the distribution statistics 

for the congeners. 

5.4.1 Outliers 

Two approaches were used to screen outliers, Dixon’s r test [72], and the Statistical Process 

Control (SPC) method [73]. Dixon’s r test determined the likelihood that one of the data values in 

a dataset was an outlier. A data value consists of the concentration determined from a single stack 

test. It was applied when a number within a dataset appeared unusually high or low. Dixon’s r test 

assumed that data came from a normal distribution and therefore is only applicable to test datasets 

with a minimum of N=3. The SPC method used the range of a dataset and the average of all the 

ranges to determine if the dataset was a possible outlier. The SPC method determined if a dataset 

was an outlier from the complete series of data. Together, these methods screened each data value 

and the each dataset to verify that they were not possible outliers.  

 

Dixon’s r test was conducted. Each set of three data values were ranked from smallest to largest. 

The r value for unusually high values was determined using:  
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r =
(xlargest – x2nd−largest)

(xlargest – xsmallest)
 5-1 

and for unusually low values using:  

r =
(x2nd−smallest – xsmallest)

(xlargest – xsmallest)
  5-2 

where xlargest is the largest value of the data points, xsmallest is the smallest value, x2nd-largest is the 

second largest value and x2nd-smallest is the second smallest value. 

 

Values with r greater than P0.99 (P0.99=0.988 for N=3) [72] were flagged as possible outliers. 

 

The SPC outlier method was conducted on each series of data. The range of each set of data 

values was determined (Ri).  The average of all of the Ri values in the series was determined 

(Rave). The upper control limitR (UCLR) was calculated by multiplying Rave by the control chart 

constant D4, (D4 = 2.575 for N=3) [73] [74]. Sets of data values with Ri greater than UCLR were 

flagged as possible outliers. 

5.4.2 Standard Deviation 

The average concentration of each dataset was determined. The observed estimate of the standard 

deviation (S) was calculated using:  

S = √
∑(xi −  x̅)2

(N − 1)
 5-3 

where S is the estimate of the standard deviation, N is the number of data points, xi {x1, x2 … xN} 

is the observed values and x̅ is the mean value of the data points. 

 

S is an estimate of the true standard deviation (σ). As the number of data points increases, S 

approaches σ. A population of N=3 provides a poor estimate of σ. The difference between S and 
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σ is due to a bias caused from the limited number of samples, called the small sample bias [75]. 

To account for the small sample bias, S was multiplied by the appropriate bias correction factor c4 

(c4 = 1.128 for n=3) [75]. 

 

Linear regression analysis was conducted on Ln(Sunbiased) and Ln(Cavg). A predicted S value 

was determined for each sample set and the difference between the observed S was calculated 

using:   

Spredicted = e𝐾 × 𝐶𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑝

 5-4 

where K is the y-intercept and P is the X-variable from the linear regression analysis. 

 

A difference between the average observed and average predicted values existed due to 

linearizing and fitting in terms of Ln(S) followed by conversion back to original units. This 

offset/bias was accounted for by employing a bias correction factor (BCF) that was determined 

from the ratio Sobserved/Spredicted. The relationship between standard deviation and 

concentration was determined using:  

S = BCF × eK × CP   5-5 

This model was chosen to explain the relationship between variance and concentration because it 

was necessary that the variation in the residual (difference between observed and predicted) 

values should be constant over the range of concentrations examined. Since this was not the case 

with emissions data, the variance needed to be stabilized, and this was achieved by expressing the 

power law relationship in the log form. This created a homogeneous variance of the range of 

concentrations [33]. 

 

The upper and lower 95th percentile limits of this relationship were determined using:  
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L95 =  e
(ln(S)±𝑡95× √

σres
2

𝑁
+(SEcoef)2×ln(C)−Avg(ln(C))2 )

 
5-6 

where t95 is the Student’s t table reference value at the 0.05 level of significance, σres is the 

standard deviation of the residuals from the linear regression, N is the number of data values, 

SEcoef is the standard error of the X variable coefficient, ln(C) is the natural logarithm of the 

theoretical concentration and Avg(ln(C)) is the average of all of the experimental concentration 

values. 

 

A series of concentrations, standard deviations, and upper and lower limits for a range of C from 

1 to 1000 pg TEQ/m3 were calculated and plotted. This plot was superimposed on the ReMAP 

dioxin/furan plot. 

 

The procedure was repeated with the possible outliers removed from the data. 

5.5 Presentation of Results 

The relationship between concentration and standard deviation for the single train data was 

calculated to be:  

S = 0.328 × C1.014 5-7 

and for the simultaneous multiple train ReMAP data the relationship was calculated to be:  

S = 0.581 × C0.763 5-8 

The SPC outlier method determined that one data point was a possible outlier for the single train 

data and two data points were possible outliers for the simultaneous multiple train data. No data 

values were found to be possible outliers by Dixons r-test. The removal of the outliers resulted in 

a change in the BCF and K values, and the relationship between concentration and standard 

deviation excluding outliers for the single train data was calculated to be:  
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S = 0.317 × C1.019 5-9 

There was a change in the y-intercept and the slope. Excluding the outliers, the simultaneous 

multiple train ReMAP data was calculated to be:  

S = 0.584 × C0.748 5-10 

This produced a change in both the y-intercept and the slope.  

 

The single train relationships are provided in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3. The single train 

relationships superimposed on the ReMAP relationships are provided in Figure 5-4 and Figure 

5-5.  

 

Figure 5-2: Relationship between standard deviation and concentration of cement plant and 

incinerator dioxin/furan data 
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Figure 5-3: Relationship between standard deviation and concentration of cement plant and 

incinerator dioxin/furan data excluding possible outliers 
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Figure 5-4: Relationship between standard deviation and concentration of cement plant and 

incinerator dioxin/furan data superimposed on the ReMAP relationship 
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Figure 5-5: Relationship between standard deviation and concentration of cement plant and 

incinerator dioxin/furan data superimposed on the ReMAP relationship excluding possible 

outliers 
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confidence intervals created by the ReMAP data, it indicated that the standard deviation of the 

single train data was greater than that of the simultaneous multiple train data.  This suggests that 

at a concentration greater than approximately 129 pg TEQ/m3, it would be beneficial to consider 

simultaneous multiple train sampling to confirm emissions values. When the possible outliers 

were excluded, the mean of the single train data moved outside the confidence limit at a lower 

concentration (111 pg TEQ/m3) 

5.6 Discussion of Results 

The results indicated that the variance was greater in the single train data than in simultaneous 

multiple train data for values above 129 pg TEQ/m3. At these values there was benefit from the 

use of simultaneous multiple train sampling methods. This supports the hypothesis that the 

variability of data acquired from stack tests using a single train sampling method is greater than 

the variability of data acquired from simultaneous multi-train sampling. At concentrations below 

129 pg TEQ/m3 there was no indication that there was a benefit from the use of simultaneous 

multiple train sampling. There were assumptions used in the analysis that may have contributed 

to the results, such as a slight difference between the single train and the simultaneous multiple 

train sampling and analysis procedures, oxygen correction was not conducted, and data from 

separate facilities were used.   

 

The single train data was acquired from a long dry cement kiln and an MSW incinerator. Cement 

kilns operate at a high temperature and have long residence times. The high temperature and long 

residence time decreases the level of organic emissions, limiting the significance of the process 

variability on the dioxin/furan emissions. Twelve of the 18 MSW data points were acquired from 

the facility with a robust air pollution control (APC) system installed. The robust APC system 

incorporated a selective catalytic reduction (SRC) unit with both powdered activated carbon 

(PAC) and catalytic destruction. The APC system was added to the facility to greatly reduce 
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organic emissions, which limited the significance of process variations affecting emissions. The 

consequence would be data that was affected by the variability of the sampling methods with 

limited affect from the process variability of the facility. Five MSW data points were acquired 

before the robust APC system was installed. It appears that the data was affected by both process 

variability from the facility and variability from the sampling methods.  

 

The simultaneous multiple trains used at the LWAK and MSW compliance-tested facility could 

not be inserted in the same openings in their respective stacks. The limitation was that the trains 

were inserted in ports 90 degrees from one another. The probes would make each traverse 

separately, switching between traverses halfway through the sampling. The assumption used was 

that there would not be any process changes during the time it took to make the traverses. 

Although processes at industrial plants during stack sampling are held as constant as possible, 

there is a possibility that process changes could occur, increasing the variability in the results. As 

seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the APC system at the MSW incinerator that was used for single 

train data, high temperature and residence time at the cement kiln may have decreased the 

variability. At low concentrations where the single train data was less affected by the process 

variability at the plant, the difference between the standard deviation of the single and 

simultaneous multiple train data was minimal. However, at higher concentrations where the 

organic emissions of the single train data were affected by both process and sampling variability, 

the standard deviation of the single train data becomes greater than the multiple train data, as can 

be seen in the range of concentrations from 100 – 300 pg TEQ/m3. 

 

As can be observed from Figures 5-2 and 5-3, and Figures 5-4 and 5-5, the uncertainty of the 

standard deviation increased significantly at low concentrations. At low concentrations the 

random error from the sampling method was significant, which in turn increased the variability. 
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At concentrations below 129 pg TEQ/m3 the single train standard deviation was within the 95% 

confidence interval of the simultaneous multiple train data and the simultaneous multiple train 

standard deviation was within the 95% confidence interval of the single train data. There was no 

benefit from the use of simultaneous multiple train sampling at concentrations below 129 pg 

TEQ/m3. 

 

The ReMAP data were acquired and analyzed using EPA Method 23 [65] and the cement plant 

and incinerator data using EC Method EPS 1/RM/2. The stack sampling procedure used for these 

methods was the same; however, the laboratory analysis procedure was slightly different. The 

laboratory procedure for the EC method requires that a sample be divided into four equal parts 

prior to being analyzed, one for dioxin/furan analysis, one for polychlorinated biphenyls 

(PCB)/chlorinated biphenyls (CB) analysis, one for polycyclic/polynuclear aromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAH) analysis, and one for archiving [76]. The EPA method gives the analyst the 

option to leave the sample whole, or to separate the sample into two parts, one to sample and one 

for archiving [40]. Variability from measurement error may have been introduced from separating 

the sample. Decreasing the sample size can increase error at low concentrations if the value was 

below the methods limit of quantification [77] or approached the limit of detection [38]. The 

differences in the procedure may have increased the variability in the EC EPS method when 

compared to the EPA method. 

 

Figures 5-3 and 5-5 indicate data points that were removed on the plot; this was due to the 

possibility that some data were outliers. To exclude possible outliers from the analysis, additional 

information from the source must be used to justify any conclusion that the data was not an 

accurate representation of the facilities emissions. This additional information was not available 

for this paper and the conclusions could not be drawn. Therefore, both analyses including and 
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excluding the possible outliers were conducted to observe if any significant changes occurred in 

the results.  If a data point was flagged as a possible outlier from the SPC outlier test, it was 

removed completely from the second plot. Dixon’s r-test flags a value in a set of data (in this 

analysis a set of data consisted of 3 values). If one of these values in the set was flagged as an 

outlier, the standard deviation was calculated between the two other values. When the possible 

outliers were excluded, the relationship between the concentration and the standard deviation 

stays within the confidence limit of the ReMAP data to a lower concentration – 111 pg TEQ/m3. 

This result is not a practical concern because the limit for dioxins/furans emissions is generally 

below 100 pg TEQ/m3. 

 

The oxygen data from sources in the ReMAP report were not available and therefore the ReMAP 

data could not be oxygen corrected. While there was oxygen data provided with the cement and 

incinerator data, it was not oxygen corrected to keep the procedure consistent between both the 

single and simultaneous multiple train data. Increased flow rate of air through a system dilutes the 

constituents of the flue gas. Oxygen correction prevents the possibility of the dilution effect by 

setting the oxygen levels of the data to an arbitrary amount. The variance of the ReMAP results 

could have been increased due to the inability to oxygen correct the data.  The oxygen levels for 

the single train data did not vary significantly, and therefore would not have affected the results 

significantly. 

5.7 Conclusions 

The variance was greater in the single train data for values above 129 pg TEQ/m3. At these values 

the benefit between the use of simultaneous multiple and single train sampling was increased 

precision. For values below 129 pg TEQ/m3, there was no indication that the variance was greater 

for the single train sampling method. For these values, it would not be beneficial to use 

simultaneous multiple train sampling methods because the precision does not improve from the 
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use of single train sampling methods. The assumptions made and facilities that supplied the data 

may have contributed to the results and it is not possible to conclude that differences between the 

simultaneous multiple and single train data was due to the different sampling methods. 

5.8 Recommendations 

Future comparisons between simultaneous multiple and single train sampling data are 

recommended. Samples should be acquired from a single facility. The laboratory methods 

between tests would be the same, and if the oxygen data are not obtained, the concentration 

should remain similar throughout the stack tests. This would reduce the sources of error and 

decrease the possibility that there are variables affecting a series of data that the other series of 

data are not affected by. Sampling times should be increased to the greatest time feasible, to 

decrease the chances that congeners are below the detection limit. 

 

A comparison investigating the effect of different facility types and APC systems on the 

variability of single train and simultaneous multiple train dioxin/furan sampling is recommended. 

As explained in the discussion of the results, the significance of process variability on the 

emissions of dioxins/furans at certain facilities may be decreased due to the characteristics of the 

facility. It is possible that simultaneous multiple train sampling may be an effective method of 

increasing precision of dioxin/furan data at a specific type of facility; while being an ineffective 

method at others. 
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5.11 Conclusion 

The flue gas at a cement plant is subjected to high temperatures in the kiln for a long residence 

time. The flue gasses residence time above 1400°C is approximately 3 seconds and 

approximately 10 seconds above 1000°C. These high temperatures and long residence times 

decrease the level of organic emissions. Concentrations of dioxins and furans at the Lafarge plant 

are therefore expected to be less than the Ontario limit of 80 pg TEQ/m3. As expected, the long 

dry cement kiln data used in the article is much below the limit, with a range of 8 – 17 pg 

TEQ/m3. The results indicate that the most appropriate method for dioxin and furan sampling at 

the Lafarge Bath plant is single train sampling.  

 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Lafarge has also indicated an interest in understanding methods of 

carbon reporting for facilities, especially in jurisdictions with carbon cap-and-trade policies, and 

the methods for determining the biogenic-based carbon from the emissions at a facility. The 

following chapter explores these options.  
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Chapter 6 

Carbon Reporting and Biogenic Carbon Determination: A Policy Brief 

6.1 Introduction 

As emission limits become stricter and the price of fossil fuels increases, industrial plants are 

pursuing the use of biomass as an alternative fuel. The U.S. Energy Information Administration 

(EIA) estimates [7] that in the U.S. renewable energy usage will grow from 5.56x1011 to 

13.2x1011 kWh from 2012 to 2040, with biomass accounting for 27% of that growth. Biomass 

fuels are generally regarded as having a net zero carbon footprint (carbon neutral). The term 

carbon neutral refers to a process where the equivalent quantity of carbon dioxide emitted from 

the combustion of biomass will be recaptured by plant regrowth, ultimately resulting in a net zero 

change of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere [78]. Therefore, biomass fuel could have the benefit 

of having its carbon emissions subtracted from the facility’s total carbon emissions. The result 

would be a decrease in reported carbon emissions from the plant. This policy brief explores the 

reporting requirements for carbon neutral emissions for cement plants in different jurisdictions, 

and what is defined as carbon neutral biomass.  

6.2 Carbon Reporting Requirements 

6.2.1 Ontario 

In Ontario, GHG emitting facilities are required to track, and depending on the quantity and 

facility type, could have to report their emissions under the Ontario Regulation 452/09, 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting [10], which is made under the Ontario Environmental 

Protection Act. Facilities are required to record GHG emissions over the reporting period. The 

reporting period is defined as the following: 

 For facilities in operation prior to January 1, 2010, the calendar year from January 1 – 

December 31. 
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 For facilities commencing operations after January 1, 2010, the calendar year from the 

day the facility commences operation. 

 For facilities ceasing operation permanently, the end of the reporting period is the last 

day on which the facility operates. 

GHG emissions are reported in carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e), which is calculated using: 

 𝐸 =  ∑ 𝐺𝐻𝐺𝑖 ∗ 𝐺𝑊𝑃𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 6-1 

where E is the CO2e generated , GWPi is the global warming potential for each greenhouse gas as 

specified in Regulation 452/09, and GHGi is the total mass generated from the sources explained 

in Regulation 452/09 in Section 2(1), which consists of, but is not limited to: 

 Carbonate use 

 Cement manufacturing 

 Coal storage 

As explained in Section 5, facilities must create and submit an emissions report if 25,000 tonnes 

of CO2e was exceeded during any reporting period. This value may be reduced by up to 15,000 

CO2e by deducting the carbon dioxide emissions generated from biomass fuels. The report does 

not have to be filed if: 

 For three consecutive reporting periods, less than 25,000 tonnes of CO2e have been 

emitted, and during each of these three reporting periods, an emissions report has been 

filed 

 The facility ceases operation permanently. 

Biomass fuels are defined in the regulation as any organic matter, other than source separated 

organics, which are available on a renewable basis and which are derived from a plant, animal or 

micro-organism, and any product made of such organic matter, that is:  
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(a) Grown or harvested for the purpose of being used to generate electricity, heat or other 

useful energy. 

(b) Waste from harvesting or processing agricultural products or waste from processing 

forestry products, including spent pulping liquor. 

(c) Agricultural waste within the meaning of Regulation 347 of the Revised Regulations of 

Ontario, 1990 (General — Waste Management) [79]. 

(d) Organic waste material from a greenhouse, nursery, garden centre or flower shop. 

(e) Pulp and paper biosolids, within the meaning of Ontario Regulation 267/03 (General) 

made under the Nutrient Management Act, 2002 [80]. 

(f) Waste from food processing, distribution and preparation operations, such as food 

packing, food preserving, wine making, cheese making, restaurants and grocery stores, 

including organic waste from the treatment of wastewater from facilities where food or 

feed is processed or prepared. 

(g) Sewage biosolids within the meaning of Ontario Regulation 267/03 (General) made 

under the Nutrient Management Act, 2002 [80]. 

(h) Hauled sewage. 

(i) Waste from the operation of a sewage works subject to the Ontario Water Resources Act, 

(j) Woodwaste within the meaning of Regulation 347 of the Revised Regulations of 

Ontario, 1990 (General — Waste Management) [79]. 

(k) A forest resource made available under a forest management plan approved under 

the Crown Forest Sustainability Act, 1994 [81] or a managed forest plan approved under 

the Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program. 

(l) Landfill gas. 

(m) Biodiesel. 

(n) Biofuel. 
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(o) Biogas. 

(p) Biologically derived organic matter found in municipal and industrial waste, both within 

the meaning of Regulation 347 of the Revised Regulations of Ontario, 1990 (General — 

Waste Management) [79]. 

(q) Fuel whose heat generating capacity is derived entirely from one or more items 

described in the above clauses (a) to (p). 

 The level of biomass-related carbon emissions should be quantified for the report; however, the 

regulation does not specify the methods required to determine the level of carbon that is biomass-

based. 

6.2.2 California 

In California, major GHG sources are required to report their emissions and are subject to a cap-

and-trade program under the Mandatory Greenhouse Gas Reporting Regulation (MRR) [11], and 

the California Code of Regulations: Article 5: California Cap on Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 

Market Based Compliance Mechanisms to Allow for the Use of Compliance Instruments by 

Linked Jurisdictions [12], respectively. 

 

Under both regulations, large source emitters are required to be part of the programs. Some of 

these emitters are: 

 Cement production 

 Cogeneration 

 Glass production 

 Lime manufacturing 

 Iron and steel production 

 Petroleum refining 
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Biomass-derived carbon emissions are an important aspect of both regulations. Under these 

regulations, biomass-derived fuels are comprised of non-fossilized and biodegradable organic 

material. They consist of materials originated from plants, animals, or microorganisms. This 

includes products, by-products, residues, and waste from agriculture, forestry and related 

industries. Organic fractions from industrial and municipal wastes, including gases and liquids 

recovered from the decomposition of biodegradable material are also included. 

6.2.2.1 Greenhouse Gas Reporting Regulation 

Major GHG sources must report their emissions as a requirement under the Greenhouse Gas 

Reporting Regulation (MRR) [11]. Facilities are required to submit their emissions data reports 

through the California Air Resource Board’s Greenhouse Gas Reporting Tool [82] that occurred 

over the reporting period, or data year, which is the calendar year from January 1 to December 

31. The emissions data report must cover all source categories and GHGs for which calculation 

methods are specified in the regulation. 

 

Emissions for cement facilities are calculated according to the Code of Federal Regulations 

(CFR) Title 40: Protection of the Environment [83]. Systems that co-fire or blend biomass and 

fossil fuels must estimate and report biogenic CO2 and fossil fuel emissions using one of the 

following methods.   

 

1.  The CO2 emissions can be calculated for each fuel using:  

 𝐶𝑂2 = 1𝑥10−3 ∗ 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∗ 𝐻𝐻𝑉 ∗ 𝐸𝐹 6-2 

where CO2 is the emissions in metric tons for the specific fuel type, Fuel is the mass or volume of 

the fuel combusted per year, in short tons for solids, gal for liquids and ft3 for gaseous fuels, HHV 

is the higher heating value of the fuel in million Btu (mmBtu) per mass or volume as applicable 

and EF is the fuel-specific default CO2 emissions factor as specified in the regulation.  
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2.  The following method can be used if three requirements are met: 

 A CO2 continuous emissions monitor (CEM) or surrogate O2 monitor and a stack gas 

flow rate monitor are present 

 Neither municipal solid waste (MSW) or tires are combusted at the facility 

 CO2 emissions are strictly combustion products. Process emissions such as 

decarbonization in a cement kiln are not permitted. 

The overall volume of CO2 emitted is calculated using: 

 𝑉𝐶𝑂2ℎ =
(%𝐶𝑂2)ℎ

100
∗ 𝑄ℎ ∗ 𝑡ℎ 6-3 

where VCO2h is the hourly volume of CO2 emitted in cubic feet, (%CO2)h is the hourly average 

CO2 concentration, Qh is the hourly average stack gas volumetric flow rate, th is the source 

operating time (decimal fraction of the hours during which the source combusts fuel, 1.0 for a full 

operating hour, 0.5 for 30 minutes of operation), and 100 is the percentage conversion factor. 

 

The total annual volume of CO2 emitted, Vtotal, is calculated by summing each hourly VCO2h value. 

The annual CO2 emitted from fossil fuels is calculated using:  

 𝑉𝑓𝑓 =
𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∗ 𝐹𝑐 ∗ 𝐻𝐻𝑉

106
 6-4 

where Vff is the volume of CO2 emitted from fossil fuel combustion, Fuel is the total volume of 

the fossil fuel combusted, Fc is the fuel specific carbon based F-factor as specified by the 

regulation and 106 is the conversion factor of Btu per mmBtu. 

 

The annual volume of CO2 from combustion of biomass is calculated by subtracting Vff from 

Vtotal to obtain Vbio and the biogenic percentage of carbon dioxide is calculated using: 
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 % 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑐 =
𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑜

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 6-5 

 

3.  ASTM Standards D7459 – 08 [14] and D6866 – 12 [15] are suitable for any facility and 

are to be used by facilities that combust MSW. Facilities that use MSW as a fuel must perform 

the analysis at minimum once per calendar quarter. Samples are acquired during normal operating 

conditions and sampling time is generally required to be at minimum 24 hours. ASTM Standards 

D7459 – 08 and D6866 – 12 are explained in more detail in Section 6.3.1. 

 

4. Facilities that do not combust MSW or tires, and are listed as an electricity generating 

unit under the Acid Rain Program [84], can determine biogenic CO2 emissions using: 

 𝐶𝑂2 = 0.001 ∗ (𝐻𝐼)𝐴 ∗ 𝐸𝐹 6-6 

where CO2 is the annual CO2 emissions of a particular type of biomass fuel, (HI)A is the annual 

heat input from the biomass fuel, EF is the CO2 emissions factor in kg CO2/mmBtu and 0.001 is 

the conversion factor from kg to metric tons. 

6.2.2.2 Cap-and-Trade 

California has a cap-and-trade program (in partnership with Quebec [85]) for carbon emissions. 

This system is under the California Code of Regulations: Article 5: California Cap on 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Market-Based Compliance Mechanisms to Allow for the Use of 

Compliance Instruments by Linked Jurisdictions [12]. The program applies to the GHGs carbon 

dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, 

nitrogen trifluoride and other fluorinated GHGs. The applicability threshold for a facility, similar 

to the Ontario reporting requirement, is 25,000 metric tons or more of carbon dioxide equivalents 

(CO2e) per reporting period. 
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Facilities are subject to a quantity of emissions allowances. An allowance is equal to one metric 

ton of carbon dioxide equivalent [12]. At the end of the reporting period, each emitter surrenders 

enough allowances to cover the emissions of the facility [86]. If a facility does not possess 

enough allowances, they can purchase additional allowances from another facility or through the 

auction system [12]. Similarly, facilities with an abundance of allowances may sell or auction 

their remaining allowances. This creates an economic incentive to reduce emissions. 

 

As explained in Section 95852.2 of Article 5, carbon emissions from the following sources do not 

count towards the facility’s compliance obligations for the cap-and-trade program: 

 CO2 emissions from biomass-derived fuels, including: 

o Biogenic fraction of solid waste materials 

o Waste pallets, crates, dunnage, C&D wood waste, tree trimmings, mill residues, 

and range land maintenance residues. 

o Agricultural crops or waste. 

o Wood and wood wastes harvested in accordance with the Z’berg-Nejedly Forest 

Practice Act of 1973 [87], a local or national foresting plan, or waste from forest 

fire fuel reduction. 

o Biodiesel, fuel ethanol, biomethane and biogas. 

 Emissions from: 

o Geothermal generating units and facilities 

o Natural gas hydrogen fuel cells 

o Vented and fugitive emissions from storage tanks used in petroleum 

 Additional exemptions as granted to a facility.  

Biomass-derived emissions are calculated using the MRR methods. These methods were 

explained in Section 6.2.2.1. 
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6.2.3 European Union 

All 28 European Union (EU) member states, plus Iceland, Norway, and Liechtenstein have 

agreed to an emissions trading system under the European Union Emissions Trading System 

(ETS) [88]. Emissions must be reported under the Commission Regulation (EU) No 601/2012 On 

the monitoring and reporting of greenhouse gas emissions pursuant to Directive 2003/87/EC of 

the European Parliament and of the Council [13]. Facilities are required to monitor their GHG 

emissions over the reporting period, which is one calendar year.  If the emissions were above 

25,000 CO2e, the facility must report their emissions using the standard monitoring plan. 

Facilities which emit less than 25,000 CO2e are considered an installation with low emissions, 

and can report their emissions using the simplified monitoring plan, subject to approval from the 

competent authority. 

 

Article 24 or Article 25 may be used to determine the CO2 emissions from the facility: 

 

1. Article 24 explains the standard methodology used to determine the CO2 emissions of a 

source stream:  

 𝐶𝑂2 = 𝐸 ∗ 𝐸𝐹 ∗ 𝑂𝐹 6-7 

where CO2 is the carbon dioxide emissions in tonnes, E is the activity data for the amount of fuel 

combusted, expressed as terajoules based on net calorific value, EF is the fuels emissions factor 

expressed as tonnes CO2 per terajoule (t CO2/TJ), and OF is the fuels corresponding oxidation 

factor as specified in the regulation. 

 

2.  Article 25 explains the mass balance methodology used to determine the CO2 emissions. 

The CO2 quantity of each source stream included in the facility’s mass balance is calculated by 

multiplying the activity data related to the amount of material entering or leaving the boundaries 
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of the mass balance. The materials carbon content is multiplied by 3664 t CO2/t C. To determine 

the total carbon emissions, the sum of the CO2 quantities corresponding to all source streams 

covered by the mass balance is calculated. 

 

As explained in Article 38 of the regulation, biomass source streams are treated separately from 

standard fossil fuels.  Biomass is defined in Directive 2009/28/EC [89] as the biodegradable 

fraction of products, waste and residues from biological origin from agriculture, forestry and 

related industries including fisheries and aquaculture, as well as the biodegradable fraction of 

industrial and municipal waste. Sources that consist exclusively of biomass content have an 

emission factor of zero. The CO2 emissions of that source are therefore calculated to be zero. The 

emission factor of a mixed fuel, peat and xylite shall be calculated and reported. The emission 

factor is 1 subtracted by the ratio of biomass-based carbon to fossil fuel-based carbon. The 

biomass and fossil fuel fraction is calculated as explained in Article 31: 

 From the supplied emission factor and net calorific values for common fossil and 

biomass fuels in Annex VI of the regulation to determine the CO2 output from Equation 

6-7. 

 From the standard factors as supplied by the Member State for its national inventory 

submission to the Secretariat of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change. 

 Standard factors as explained by literature and that the competent authority has accepted 

to be valid. 

 Values specified and guaranteed by the fuel supplier. 

 Standard factors as determined by analysis. The laboratory which performed the analysis 

must be accredited in accordance with the International Standard Organization 

(ISO)/International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Standard 17025. 
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After the emission factor has been determined, the CO2 emissions of the mixed fuel, peat or xylite 

can be determined using Equation 6-7. 

6.2.4 Summary 

Emissions that are above the reporting threshold in their jurisdiction must be reported. Biogenic-

based carbon dioxide is subtracted from the facilities total carbon dioxide emissions in Ontario, 

the EU, and under the California Article 5 policy. Biogenic-based carbon is reported separately 

from fossil-based carbon dioxide emissions under the California MRR.  Table 6-1 summarizes the 

reporting thresholds and procedures for reporting biogenic-based carbon as specified by the 

regulations.  

Table 6-1: Reporting thresholds and biogenic-based carbon emissions procedures 

 
Ontario 

Regulation 

452 

California 

MRR 

California 

Article 5 

European Union 

Commission 

Regulation 601 

Reporting 

Threshold 
25,000 t CO2e 10,000 t CO2e 25,000 t CO2e 

 

25,000 t CO2e 

(Facilities with less 

than 25,000 CO2e use 

simplified monitoring 

plan) 

 

Biogenic-

based 

carbon  

Reduction of 

up to 15,000 t 

CO2e 

Reported 

separately from 

fossil-based 

CO2 emissions 

Do not count 

towards 

facilities 

emissions 

obligations 

 

Emissions factor of 0; 

therefore do not count 

towards facilities 

emissions obligations 

 

 

The California and EU regulations have specified methods that must be used to determine the 

biogenic-based carbon emissions for cement production facilities. The Ontario regulation does 

not specify the methods used to determine the biogenic-based carbon. Table 6-2 summarizes the 

methods that are specified for determining the biogenic-based carbon of a facility. 
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Table 6-2: Specified methods for determining biogenic-based carbon for cement facilities 

Policy Method 

Ontario Regulation 452 

 

Not Specified 

 

California MRR & 

Article 5 

 

1. The CO2 emissions of each fuel is determined using the 

mass of the fuel combusted annually, the fuel’s higher 

heating value, and the fuel-specific default CO2 

emission factor 

2. Facilities that do not combust tires or MSW and where 

the CO2 emissions are strictly combustion products, may 

calculate the biogenic-based CO2 emissions using a 

continuous emissions monitor 

3. Laboratory analysis is permitted using ASTM standards 

D7459-08 and D6866 

4. Facilities that do not combust MSW or tires, and that are 

listed as electricity generating facilities can determine 

the biogenic-based carbon using the fuels heat input and 

CO2 emissions factor. 

 

European Union 

Commission Regulation 

601 

 

1. The CO2 emissions of each fuel is determined using the 

fuels annual activity data, the fuel’s CO2 emission factor 

and the fuel’s oxidation factor. For biomass fuels, the 

emission factor is 0. The emission factor of a fuel is 1 

subtracted by the ratio of biomass- to fossil-based 

carbon. The ratio can be determined by: 

a. Supplied emission factor in Annex VI of the 

regulation 

b. The fuels standard factors as supplied by the 

UN Member State 

c. The fuels standard factors as explained by 

literature 

d. Values specified and guaranteed by literature 

e. Standard factors as determined by laboratory 

analysis 
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6.3 Biogenic Carbon Determination Standards 

Stationary combustion sources can determine the biogenic carbon content of their fuels through 

laboratory analysis. Three biogenic carbon determination methods have been developed by the 

ASTM, the ISO [90], and the British Standards Institution (BSI). The ASTM standard can be 

used on most facilities with few limitations. ASTM standards are approved internationally [91]. 

The ISO standard was developed for carbon emissions trading, and can be used by most facilities 

with few limitations, it is approved as an international standard. The BSI standard is exclusive for 

solid recovered fuels and is approved as a European standard [17].  

6.3.1 ASTM Standards 

Biomass carbon emissions can be quantified by the ASTM standards D7459 – 08 Standard 

Practice for Collection of Integrated Samples for the Speciation of Biomass (Biogenic) and 

Fossil-Derived Carbon Dioxide Emitted from Stationary Emissions Sources [14] and D6866 – 12 

Standard Test Methods for Determining the Biobased Content of Solid, Liquid, and Gaseous 

Samples Using Radiocarbon Analysis [15]. These standards can be used by a facility to determine 

the quantity of biomass derived carbon as opposed to fossil fuel or process derived carbon 

emissions. 

6.3.1.1 ASTM Standard D7459 – 08  

Standard D7459 – 08 explains the procedures required for collecting gas samples from stationary 

emissions sources for laboratory determination of the ratio of biogenic carbon to total carbon 

emissions. Samples are collected from a stationary emissions source at a constant rate by an 

apparatus consisting of a probe, condenser, valve, pump, rate meter and a sample container, as 

seen in Figure 6-1. The probe can be made of any material inert to CO2 and resistant to 

temperature, such as stainless steel. The probe is equipped with a particulate matter filter such as 

a glass wool plug. The condenser removes excess moisture without altering the concentration of 

CO2. If moisture levels are too low for condensation, the condenser may be omitted. The valve, 
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pump and rate meter are used to adjust the sampling flow rate to the desired value. The rate meter 

is generally an S-type Pitot probe. Sample containers must be an air tight vessel such as flexible 

bags, syringes or evacuated canisters. Samples are acquired isokinetically for a minimum of one 

hour. The samples are shipped to a laboratory for analysis. 

 

 

Figure 6-1: ASTM D7459 – 08 Sampling Train 

6.3.1.2 ASTM Standard D6866 – 12  

Standard D6866 – 12 explains methods for determining the ratio of biomass carbon to total 

carbon emissions from a sample. The standard originally had three methods that could be used: 

Methods A, B, and C; however, due to significant error in Method A (±20%), it has been 

removed. Method B and C determine the carbon ratios by the use of accelerator mass 

spectrometry (AMS) and liquid scintillation counters (LSC), respectively. Both methods measure 

the abundance of carbon-14 (14C)/carbon-12 (12C). LSC measures the emission of beta (β) 

particles emitted by the radioactive decay of the 14C isotope. AMS measures naturally occurring 

radionuclides, in which sample atoms are ionized, accelerated to high energies, separated on the 

basis of momentum, charge, and mass, and individually counted on Faraday collectors. AMS has 

an accuracy to the level of 1 in 1015. The error is ±3% for both methods.  

 

Both tests give results in carbon-14 percentage as compared to a reference material [Standard 

reference material (SRM) 4990c – oxalic acid powder and reference material (RM) 8544 – NBS 
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19 calcite]. 1950 was arbitrarily decided to be the origin year in the carbon dating before present 

(BP) scale. Due to the influx of post-1950 14C into the atmosphere from nuclear bomb testing 

programs, results must be multiplied by 0.95 to account for these changes. This results in a value 

that is truly representative of bio-based carbon content.  Samples that contain 0% 14C were found 

to consist completely of a fossil fuel, such as coal. Samples that contain greater than or equal to 

100% 14C were found to consist of a completely modern source. A modern sample can contain 

greater than 100% 14C due to the emission of 14C from nuclear bomb testing into the atmosphere. 

6.3.2 ISO Standard  

6.3.2.1 ISO 13833 

The ISO standard 13833:2013 Stationary source emissions – Determination of the ratio of 

biomass (biogenic) and fossil-derived carbon dioxide – Radiocarbon sampling and determination 

[16], can be used to determine the biogenic and fossil-based carbon content of a fuel. Similarly to 

the ASTM standard 6866 – 12, the ISO standard 13833:2013 determines the ratio of biogenic and 

fossil derived CO2 emissions from the exhaust gasses of a stationary source, based on the 

radiocarbon 14C isotope.  

 

CO2 samples are acquired from the facility’s stack. Samples are absorbed in an alkaline medium 

or are collected in CO2 impenetrable gas bags, canisters, or gas bottles.  The 14C content of the 

gaseous sample is determined through a LSC technique, beta ionization (BI), or ASM. As 

explained in Section 6.3.1.2, LSC uses a proportional scintillation counter to measure the 

emissions of β particles due to the radioactive decay of the 14C isotope, and AMS measures 

naturally occurring radionuclides, in which sample atoms are ionized, accelerated to high 

energies, separated on the basis of momentum, charge, and mass, and individually counted on 

Faraday collectors. BI detects the emission of β particles by means of discharge current pulses 

between high-voltage electrodes in a proportional gas counter.  
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Results are determined by dividing the 14C carbon content of the fuel by the 14C carbon content of 

a reference material. Results are presented in the units percent modern carbon (pmC) and will 

range from 0 – 100 pmC [92]. Fuels that consist completely of biomass will have a radiation 

signature of 100 pmC; conversely, a fuel that consists completely of fossil sources will have a 

radiation signature of 0 pmC. The precision of the results are dependent on the method used to 

determine the pmC. Typical analytical error for ASM and BI is 0.1-0.5 pmC. The analytical error 

of LSC varies depending on the methods used. LSC with benzene synthesis typically has an error 

of 0.3-2 pmC, and LSC with CO2 absorption typically has an error of 20 pmC. 

6.3.3 BSI Standard 

6.3.3.1 BS EN 15440 

The biogenic and fossil carbon fraction of a solid fuel can be determined by the British Standard 

(BS) EN 15440:2011 Solid recovered fuels. Methods for the determination of biomass content 

[17], which replaced the original Comité European de Normalisation (CEN) 15747 standard [93]. 

There are three methods under the standard that may be used: 

1. Selective dissolution method. 

2. Manual sorting method. 

3. Carbon-14 methods. 

The selective dissolution method determines the biomass content by reacting the biomass with a 

mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide [94]. The selective dissolution method will result 

in incorrect results if the fuel mixture contains the materials listed in  

 

Table 6-3 [95]. The selective dissolution method cannot be used if any of the materials listed are 

present at levels above 5%, or 10% for rubber residues. 
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Table 6-3: Materials that cannot be present for the selective dissolution method 

Solid materials comparable to coal, coke, brown coal, lignite, peat 

Charcoal 

Biodegradable plastics of fossil origin 

Non-biodegradable plastics of biogenic origin 

Oil or fat present as a constituent of biomass 

Wool 

Viscose 

Nylon, polyurethane or other similar polymers containing molecular amino groups 

Silicon Rubber 

 

The manual sorting method is performed by manually sorting the fuel through visual inspection 

for components that are biomass versus fossil-based [94]. This method requires particles to have 

sizes greater than 1cm; therefore, the fuel cannot be shredded finely or compressed. Particles 

must be visually distinguishable from one another. For emissions trading, the manual sorting 

method is not to be used [95]. 

 

The carbon-14 method determines the 14C content of a solid fuel and compares it to a modern 

biomass reference standard [92]. The 14C content of the fuel can be determined by three methods 

[96]: using a proportional scintillation method (PSM), BI, or AMS.  

 

Samples are prepared for 14C analysis by converting the carbon present in the sample to a suitable 

gaseous sample using one of the following methods: 

1. Combustion in a calorimetric bomb 

2. Combustion in a tube furnace 

3. Combustion in a laboratory scale combustion apparatus 
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Combustion in a calorimetric bomb requires the use of the standard EN 15400 Solid recovered 

fuels. Determination of calorific value [97]. Combustion gasses are collected in a gas bag 

following complete combustion in the oxygen bomb. Combustion in a tube furnace requires a 

sample to be combusted completely in a tube furnace. The laboratory scale combustion apparatus 

method combusts the solid recovered fuel at a constant rate, with a complete conversion of the 

carbon present into CO2. For both the tube furnace and laboratory scale combustion methods, the 

samples are acquired using an impinger or alternatively a cryogenic trap. 

 

The 14C content of the gaseous sample is determined through a proportional scintillation method 

(PSM), beta ionization (BI) or accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). The PSM is similar to the 

liquid scintillation method (LSC) method, and uses a proportional scintillation counter to measure 

the emissions of β particles due to the radioactive decay of the 14C isotope. As explained in 

Section 6.3.2.1, BI detects the emission of β particles by means of discharge current pulses 

between high-voltage electrodes in a proportional gas counter. As explained in Section 6.3.1, 

AMS measures naturally occurring radionuclides, in which sample atoms are ionized, accelerated 

to high energies, separated on the basis of momentum, charge, and mass, and individually 

counted on Faraday collectors.  

Similarly to ISO Standard 13833, Results are determined by dividing the 14C carbon content of 

the fuel by the 14C carbon content of a reference material. Results are presented in the units pmC 

and will range from 0 – 100 pmC [92]. Fuels that consist completely of biomass will have a 

radiation signature of 100 pmC; conversely, a fuel that consists completely of fossil sources will 

have a radiation signature of 0 pmC. The standard does not cite the specific precision or error of 

the methods. 
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6.4 Discussion 

A fuel or an emission-based analysis are the two general methods that are used to determine the 

biogenic-based content of carbon emissions from a facility. The fuel-based analyses require the 

facility to analyze or calculate the biogenic-based carbon content of each fuel. The emissions 

analysis requires a sample of the stack flue gas to be acquired and analyzed. The emissions 

analysis incorporates the averaged carbon content from each fuel and therefore would require less 

analyses than the fuel-based analysis (a single analysis versus an analysis for each fuel). 

Assumptions in the methods may be of concern for specific facilities and fuel types, such as the 

BSI selective dissolutions method, which has a list of incompatible components, the BSI manual 

sorting methods requirement for a visual inspection, and the 14C emissions methods of only 

analyzing a stack gas sample. 

 

The BSI standard 15440’s selective dissolution and manual sorting methods both require 

assumptions to be made that can significantly alter the results. The selective dissolution method 

cannot be used with fuels that contain the components listed in  

 

Table 6-3. Therefore the facility would be required to know the contents of the fuel. This is not 

always possible when recycled fuels are to be used, as the components may be supplied from 

multiple sources, as is often the case for C&D waste. The manual sorting method requires an 

operator to manually sift through a fuel sample and separate biomass and fossil-based fuels from 

one another. This method is open to many sources of error such as misidentification.  

 

Due to the assumptions in both these methods, the European Commission [95] recommends that 

facilities strive to use the 14C methods.  
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The European Commission [88] encourages EU Member States to become familiar with the ISO 

standard 13833 because of its approach of analyzing the facility’s flue gasses which is likely to be 

an average representation of the whole fuel mix. This method is also used in the ASTM standard 

D6866; however, it may not determine a truly representative sample of the total biogenic-based 

carbon for every type of facility, such as cement manufacturing plants. Cement production 

generally requires the use of a kiln, where the combustion process, flue gas and raw materials mix 

to permit the greatest transfer of energy from the fuels to the materials. The reactants in the kiln 

absorb ash and residue from the flue gas as they mix. The decarbonization of calcium carbonate 

also produces an output of a significant amount of CO2 (approximately 60% of the total CO2 

emissions). The facility must use a balance between inputs and outputs to determine the mass 

percentage output of fuel-based carbon into the atmosphere and into the final cement product.  

Carbon is input into the system from the fuel and from the limestone. The assumption used is that 

the fuel-based carbon is emitted from the stack and in the clinker, in an equal ratio of biogenic to 

fossil-based carbon. It is possible that this assumption can result in an inaccurate representation of 

a facility’s biogenic-based carbon content. The ash and other particulates produced from the 

combustion of the fuels are absorbed by the clinker during the time spent in the kiln. Lafarge has 

mentioned [9] the possibility that LCF will produce greater levels of ash than coal/petcoke due to 

different burning properties. The greater level of biogenic-based ash could therefore result in an 

increased ratio of biogenic to fossil-based carbon in the clinker than is present in the stack 

emissions. Therefore the emissions analyses on the stack gas coupled with the mass balance could 

indicate that the biogenic-based carbon is less than the actual amount input to the system.  

 

The BSI standard 15440’s radiocarbon analysis method performs a 14C analysis on solid fuels. 

Therefore, the processes at the facility would not affect this method. The main limitation of this 

method is that it cannot be performed on liquid fuels; however, for facilities such as a cement 
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plant this is not a concern. The disadvantage of this method is the requirement for each fuel to be 

analyzed separately and therefore is likely to be more expensive and time consuming than the 

emissions analysis methods. 

 

A notable omission from the policy is the ability to use a life cycle analysis (LCA) to determine 

the overall carbon reduction of alternative fuels. An LCA is a “cradle-to-grave” approach for 

assessing environmental impacts of industrial systems [98]. An LCA evaluates each stage of a 

product’s life from the perspective that they are interdependent. The cumulative environmental 

impact of all stages of a product’s life is estimated. Figure 6-2 illustrates the possible life cycle 

stages and typical inputs/ouputs that can be considered. 

 

Figure 6-2: Possible Life Cycle Stages [98] 

 

An LCA can be used to determine the environmental benefits of an alternative fuel as opposed to 

a traditional fossil-based fuel. The overall reduced carbon emissions from an alternative fuel 

could be greater than is indicated by an emissions analysis. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

Carbon emissions are reported in various jurisdictions as required by reporting regulations and/or 

carbon cap-and-trade systems. The reporting threshold for facilities in Ontario, the EU, and the 

California cap-and-trade is 25,000 metric tonnes (t) CO2e, and for the California MRR is 10,000 t 

CO2e. Facilities can deduct the biogenic-based CO2 emissions in Ontario, the EU and under the 

California cap-and-trade system. Under the California MRR the biogenic-based emissions are 

reported separately from the fossil-based carbon emissions.  As emissions limits become stricter, 

this could encourage facilities to incorporate biomass and LCFs. Carbon emissions deductions as 

determined by LCA are not permitted by these regulations.  

 

The ASTM, BSI and ISO each have existing standards to quantify the biogenic-based carbon of a 

fuel. The ASTM and ISO methods are focused on the analysis of the flue gas emitted from the 

facility. The BSI methods focus on the analysis of the fuel. All three standards incorporate a 14C 

radioisotope analysis. The BSI standard also includes two methods that do not rely on 14C dating 

techniques; however, these are not as reliable due to assumptions required for their use. 

6.6 Recommendations  

It is recommended that facilities which incorporate processes that could affect the percentage of 

biogenic-based carbon in the emitted flue gas, such as cement plants, perform a 14C analysis on 

each fuel that contains biomass. As explained in the discussion, it is possible that the method of 

only analyzing the stack gas could cause results that determine the biogenic-based carbon to be 

below the actual level. An analysis that considers each fuel that contains biomass, would allow 

the facility to determine the total biogenic carbon output without the assumption that the ratio of 

biogenic to fossil-based carbon in the emissions and in the other outputs are the same. If the 

emissions-based ASTM or ISO standards are the preferred method by the operators of a facility, 
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this recommendation could be used validate whether or not the results of only analyzing the stack 

emissions are accurate. 

 

It is recommended that jurisdictions consider life cycle assessment (LCA) as a method for 

determining the GHG emissions reductions of alternative fuels, such as low carbon fuels (LCF). 

An LCA evaluates each stage of a product life from the perspective that each stage is 

interdependent. GHG emissions reductions can therefore be determined that would have 

otherwise been missed from the current methods of determining emissions. Under LCA the 

emissions that were expended due to the primary use of the product (such as mining, refining and 

transporting) do not count towards the emissions at the facility that is using the product as a fuel. 

They do not count towards the emissions of the facility because these emissions would have been 

expended whether or not the facility used them as a fuel. The overall reduced carbon emissions 

from an alternative fuel could be greater than is indicated by an emissions analysis. This can 

result in avoiding the use of landfills to deal with the products initial end of life, and instead using 

it as a fuel.,  This can ultimately result in decreasing the demand and use of traditional fuels.  

LCA may also create an incentive to use alternative fuels that facilities would otherwise have no 

benefit to use under the current methods of determining a facilities emissions.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

The Lafarge Bath cement plant trial of co-firing low-carbon fuels (LCF) with traditional fuels, 

petroleum coke (petcoke) and coal, will be commencing in the summer of 2014. The initial LCFs 

consist of railway ties, asphalt shingles, and construction and demolition waste. Lafarge’s initial 

goal is to co-fire 10% LCF and 90% petcoke/coal, and their long-term goal is to co-fire 30% LCF 

and 70% petcoke/coal. 

 

Lafarge’s goal is to reduce the emissions of mono-nitrogen oxides (NOx) and carbon dioxide 

(CO2) at the facility. Stack sampling methods are used to determine the concentrations of 

pollutants at an industrial facility. Thirty-three analytes were sampled at Lafarge during each of 

the 2006, 2010 and 2012 stack tests. Two main methods of stack sampling were used: continuous 

emissions monitoring (CEM) and impinger train sampling. Eight impinger train sampling 

methods were used. Continuous emissions monitoring determined the concentration data of the 

analyte in real-time, and was recorded at one second intervals. Samples obtained by the impingers 

were analyzed and quantified in a laboratory setting. Three samples were taken during each test. 

 

Variability is present in stack sampling data due to the facility’s process related variability, and 

due to the variability in the sampling methods. As concentrations of an analyte decreases, the 

relative variability in the results increases. The increase in variability can make it more difficult to 

determine if the concentration of an analyte has changed from one test to another. Single train and 

simultaneous multiple train sampling methods were compared for dioxin and furan data to 

determine which method is the most appropriate. While Lafarge’s main focus is on NOx and CO2 

emissions, dioxins and furans were the focus of the article due to multiple reasons: 
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 The MoE goal [8] to “virtually eliminate” the emission of dioxins and furans 

 The toxicity and carcinogenicity of dioxins and furans  

 The availability of data 

 

Results indicated that there was a benefit from the use of simultaneous multiple train sampling for 

concentrations above 129 pg toxic equivalency (TEQ)/m3. The flue gas at a cement plant is 

subject to high temperatures in the kiln for long residence times. Organic emissions are decreased 

due to the high temperature and residence time, and it is expected that the emissions of dioxins 

and furans will be less than the Ontario limit of 80 pg TEQ/m3. The results indicate that the most 

appropriate method for sampling dioxins and furans at the Lafarge Bath plant is single train 

sampling.  

 

Carbon emissions are reported in various jurisdictions as required by reporting regulations and/or 

carbon cap-and-trade systems.  The reporting threshold for Ontario Regulation 452 and California 

Article 5 is 25,000 metric tonnes (t) carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e). The reporting threshold is 

10,000 t CO2e for the California MRR. The reporting threshold for the European Union 

Commission Regulation No 601 is 25,000 t CO2e, and facilities that emit less than 25,000 t CO2e 

report their emissions under the simplified monitoring plan. Carbon emissions deductions as 

determined by life cycle assessment (LCA) are not permitted by these regulations.  

 

To determine biogenic-based carbon emissions at a facility, there are standards available by the 

ASTM, BSI and ISO. The BSI method requires a solid fuel to be combusted, and a sample of the 

combustion gasses to be acquired for analysis. The ASTM and ISO standards require a sample of 
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the stack gas at the facility to be obtained for analysis. The 14C radioisotope analysis methods are 

appropriate for determining the biogenic-based carbon for LCF. 

To conclude, the sampling and analysis methods used to quantify the emissions at the Lafarge 

Bath cement plant were explained. Single train stack sampling is the most appropriate method for 

quantifying dioxin and furan emissions at the Lafarge Bath plant, and a brief on carbon reporting 

policy and biogenic-based carbon determination was presented.  
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Appendix A 

Oxygen Correction Example 

Oxygen correction is performed to correct the concentration of an analyte to a standard basis. In 

Canada, 11% is commonly used as the reference oxygen correction. Oxygen correction is 

performed using:  

Creference =  Cstack ∗
(20.9 – O2reference

)

(20.9 – O2stack
)

  A-1 

where Creference is the oxygen corrected concentration value of the analyte, Cstack is the 

experimental concentration of the analyte, 20.9 is the percent oxygen by volume in air, O2stack is 

the sample oxygen percentage and O2reference is the reference oxygen percentage. 

 

For this example, it is assumed the reference oxygen percentage is 11% and that following data 

was determined from a stack test: 

 O2stack = 12.4% 

 Cstack = 130µg/m3 

Equation A-1 is then used to determine the oxygen corrected concentration: 

 

Creference =  130µg/m3 ∗
(20.9 –  11)

(20.9 – 12.4)
   

 

Creference =  151µg/m3  

 

The oxygen corrected analyte concentration at 11% O2 is 151µg/m3. 


